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LOWEST UK PRICES & Best P/X DEALS!

nevadaradio
Full range of Spiderbeams, Telescopic
Poles, Aluminium Masts & Accessories

Dxpedition Ultra
Lightweight
7 band Dipole
Model UL-404UL

• 40-20-17-15-12-10-6m
• Total weight just 400g
including coax & PL259 plug!
• Power: 200W

£99.95

SPIDER BEAM Kits
3 Band Beam 20-15-10m...........................£299.95
5 Band Beam 20-17-15-12-10m ................£359.95
5 Band Beam 20-17-15-12-10m HD...........£419.95
Fibreglass Telescopic Poles
12mtr Heavy Duty ........................................£79.95
18mtr Standard ..........................................£189.95
26mtr Standard ..........................................£469.95
Aluminium Telescopic masts
10.metre .........................................................£289
10 metre Heavy Duty..................................£299.95
12.5 metre ......................................................£319
14.5 metre .................................................£399.95
Spiderbeam Spider Tripod XL ........................£199

CN-801SII

Professional Series
0.9-2.5GHz 200mW/2/20W
• Range: 0.9-2.5GHz
• Power range forward 0.2/2/20W
• SWR detection sensitivity: 0.1W

£199.00
CN-801VN

Professional Series
20/200W VHF/UHF
(140-525MHz)
• Range: 140-525MHz
• Power range: 20/200W

£119.95

CN-101........1.8-150MHz 15/150/1KW..........£79.99
CN-103LN ...140-525MHz 20/200W..............£79.99

PSW-50

Revolutionary new high-strength guy
ropes using Dyneema® Max Technology designed for heavy loading
M-3...100m Drum 3mm 390Kg
NEW
B/s Guy Rope...........£58.95
100m Drums
M2 ..2mm 240kg B/s ......£37.95
M4 ..4mm 900kg B/s ....£125.95
M5 ..5mm 1150kg B/s ..£189.95
M6 ..6mm 1850kg B/s ..£237.95
M8 ..8mm 2600kg B/s ..£336.95

Synthetic guy ropes - UV stable,
low stretch
P-4...100m Drum 4mm 400
B/s Guy Rope...........£34.95

Fully featured
50 Amp switch mode
power supply
• Input voltage: 240 VAC
• Output: 13.8 VDC adjustable 9.0 - 15.0V
• Protection: short circuit, auto current limiting
• Output current: 50A (max) 40A (continuous)
• Size: 7.75 x 3.6 x 10”
£125.95
• Weight: 5.5lb

PS-40M

Mastrant P-Series
NEW

100m Drums
P2 ...2mm 100kg B/s......£16.50
P3 ...3mm 200kg B/s......£24.95
P5 ...5mm 500kg B/s......£46.95
P6 ...6mm 850kg B/s......£84.95
P8 ...8mm 1,300kg B/s...£99.95

Accessories & other size/length options
available, check out our website

MFJ

CN-801HP

£119.95

NEVADA Power Supplies

Mastrant
M-Series

DAIWA - Quality Meters
Professional Series
2kW Power/SWR meter
• Range: 1.8-200MHz
• 20/200/2000W
• PEP reading SWR/power meter

TRY US - YOU WON’T BE DISAPPOINTED!

High quality variable
voltage linear
power supply
• Input voltage: 220/240V AC 50Hz
• Output voltage: DC 1.5-15V adjustable
• Output Current: 40A (max), 35A (30mins)
• Protection: current limitation, short circuit
• Size: 230 x 150 x 270mm WHD
• Weight: 9kg

£116.95

PS-30M ...30A variable voltage linear power supply.£99.95
PSW-30H.Lightweight 25-30A switch mode PSU ...£79.95
PSW-30 ...High efficiency 25A.............................£79.95
PS-08 ......New 6-8amp linear.............................£34.95

NEVADA Cables

MFJ 998RT

£749.95

1.5kW Remote Auto
tuner - ideal for Verticals,
Open wire feeders
(with Balun) etc

MFJ998RT...Hi-power 1.5kW remote auto tuner ..£749.95
MFJ993B.....Ultra-fast desktop 300W auto tuner .£279.95
MFJ993BRT.300W remote Intellituner 1.8-30MHz.£329.95
MFJ969.......300W ant tuner covers 1.8-50MHz ..£219.95
MFJ949E.....300W peak reading ATU x needle..£199.95
MFJ269C ....Portable analyzer HF/VHF/UHF .......£389.95
MFJ225.......NEW graphical analyzer 1-180MHz.£328.95
MFJ1025.....Noise cancelling/signal enhancer unit .£184.95
MFJ1026.....As above + built in active antenna ..£204.95
MFJ959C ....RX antenna ATU with pre-amp.......£125.95
MFJ971.......Portable QRP man tuner 1.8-30MHz.£122.95
MFJ931.......Artificial ground unit......................£109.95
MFJ901B.....200W manual tuner 1.8-30MHz ....£109.95
MFJ906.......50MHz (6m) manual ant tuner.......£108.95
MFJ762.......Step antenuator (81dB in 1 dB steps) .£99.95
MFJ1704N ..4-pos co-ax switch N type fittings....£88.95
MFJ1704.....4-pos co-ax switch SO239 fittings....£84.95
MFJ912.......Remote hi-power giant 2-core 4:1 balun.£79.95
MFJ1701.....6-way co-axial antenna switch.........£79.95
MFJ260C ....Dry dummy load up to 300W...........£45.95
MFJ557.......Morse code key with oscillator.........£45.95
MFJ550.......Small practice morse code key .........£16.95
MFJ16C06 ..Pack of 6 quality ceramic insulator.....£8.95

ECOFLEX CABLES
Ecoflex 15
Price per metre ................................................£4.99
PL259 connector (Part: 7350............................£8.95
N type connector (Part: 7395) ..........................£9.95
Ecoflex 10
Price per metre ................................................£2.89
PL259 connector (part: 7378)...........................£5.95
N type connector (part: 7367) ..........................£6.50
BNC type connector (part: 7379)......................£6.50
Aircell 7
Price per metre ................................................£1.99
PL259 connector (part: 7390)...........................£2.65
N type connector (part: 7392) ..........................£5.25
BNC type connector (part: 7391)......................£5.25
Aircell 5
Price per metre ................................................£1.39
PL259 connector (part: 7760)...........................£2.25
N type connector (part: 7700) ..........................£3.95
BNC type connector (part: 7720)......................£3.25
Green Kevlar Antenna Wire
Nevada 28.....2.8mm 2kW........per metre .......£0.99
Nevada 28D ..2.8mm 2kW........100m Drum..£89.95
Nevada 32.....3.2 mm 5kW.......per metre .......£1.20
Nevada 32D ..3.2mm 5kW........100m Drum.....£110
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Editorial
Chris Duckling, G3SVL
I’d like to start by thanking all of those who
have taken the time to compliment your
humble editor on the quality of the January
Digest. Comments such as ‘the best one for
a long while’ and thoroughly enjoyable’
were pleasing to receive. I had set out to
get more variety and it seemed to go down
well – so thanks for your thanks.
This edition is a bumper one – and again
quite varied. We start with the results of
the 2014 DX Challenge, then I’ve grouped
DXpedition related topics into a section I’ve
now called ‘DXpeditions and the like’. Nigel,
G3TXF’s column starts things off and is
followed by two DXpedition write ups. Then

two articles of a DX-related nature: one
from Dave, G3UEG on the new DXCC rules
on Remote Operation and one from me on
how we have allocated CDXC sponsorship
monies recently. Rounding that section off
are some heart-warming stories about
working K1N.
Our regular columnists provide Club Log
Corner, Data and IOTA and we have two
antennas articles from Chris, G0DWV and
Tony G4LDL respectively. Peter, G3RZP
provides the technical food for thought
with a system for DQRM tracking.
So with no further ado, read and enjoy!

Chairman's Chat
Chris Duckling, G3SVL
So, that’s Navassa done and dusted! I hope
all who needed it - especially those for
whom it completed their Honor Roll –
achieved their goals. Commiserations to
those who didn’t; perhaps the K1N team
have built relationships with the Authorities
such that we won’t have to wait a further
22 years for the next activation. I think we
can all look forward to their write up which I hope to have for the next Digest and their presentations, the first of which
that I am aware of will be at the GMDX
Convention in April. That would be the time
to ask them your questions about
optimising uniques and funding.
Much has been written on our Reflector
and others that I subscribe to about the
K1N operation. As Neville points out in his
President’s Patter, a few of those posts
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went beyond our guidelines and I
intervened more than once and sent some
private e-mails to calm things down. It
might be the sheer volume of posts that got
to Reflectees: indeed, during the K1N
operation there was an average of over 100
messages per day whereas in December it
was 14 per day! The traffic peaks always
occur when there is a big DXpedition on the
air and as this was the number two mostwanted we shouldn’t be too surprised at
the activity it created. Perhaps it is the
passion with which we chase DX that gave
rise to the issues, but that’s no excuse for
getting personal. I read every post on our
Reflector and will continue to step in as
necessary – with the ultimate sanction of
unsubscribing persistent conduct code
transgressors (which has only been invoked

once in the Reflector’s eight and a half year
existence).
I thought I would comment on a couple of
points raised in those Reflector discussions.
So let’s start with Leader Boards. I’m not
going to give you my personal opinion but
want to clarify the CDXC position which is
that it is up to the individual DXpedition
whether they enable Leader Boards or not.
It is not a condition of CDXC’s sponsorship.
Now let’s turn to DXpedition funding. I was
challenged to say how our funds are
allocated in terms of ‘big DXpeditions’
versus ‘small DXpeditions’. I was wondering
how I might address this when Bernd,
DF3CB came to the rescue. He has
extended the work previously done by Jari,
OH2BU and published the results on the
web. Thus there is a list of 227 ‘MegaDXpeditions’ (their term not mine) dating
back to 1983 along with statistics for each.
He also lists over 200 operators who have
been on three or more of those
DXpeditions – which, as you might expect,
is well populated with CDXC members. This
is a very useful piece of work and you can
find it at www.gdxf.de/megadxpeditions/. I
have used Bernd’s definition to produce my
funding summary which can be found on
page 28 of this Digest.
With the recent rush of rare and expensive
DXpeditions announcements – think
Navassa, Chesterfield, S. Sandwich / S.
Georgia and Heard Island - your Committee
has had to take some tough decisions on
sponsorship. Some of these sponsorship
requests are so worthy that we considered
we should dip into our reserves to fund
them; but some have lost out, either by not
getting as much or by not getting anything.
Our Treasurer will explain all when the draft
Annual Accounts are publish, but you
should expect to see a significant
overspend on DXpedition funding this year.
I hope members will agree this is an
appropriate use of some of the reserves we
have built up in the recent past.
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And so to the topic of ‘are you a serious
DX’er’ which caused some nastiness on the
Reflector. Personally, I was surprised by the
sensitivity of some of our members, so
perhaps I can offer a few thoughts. The first
is that whether you are serious or not is not
based on the size of your garden, the size of
your amplifier, the size of your wallet or
where you are on the DXCC count – it is
your attitude to chasing DX that defines
you. And that attitude is entirely down to
what you choose it to be and will vary from
time to time and from DXpedition to
DXpedition. So my working definition of
someone who is serious about chasing DX is
the effort and sacrifices they make
considering their circumstances at the time.
And what that says is it is a personal choice,
with personal constraints and thus there is
nothing wrong with being a casual DX
chaser some of the time and serious one at
other times. Not all big guns are serious
DXers and not all postage-stamp back
garden, 100 watt stations are casual DXers
either. But one thing is certain, as with so
much in life, you will reap what you sow.
Read the K1N stories on page 22 to see
what I mean!
Some of you will have seen that the logs of
Martyn, G3RFX, our SK editor, have been
uploaded to Club Log and LoTW. Last
autumn, Phil, G3SWH approached me to
see if we could obtain Martyn’s logs for this
purpose. When Jenny and I visited Jane,
Martyn’s widow, back in November, I
broached the subject and subsequently Phil
and I have worked sensitively with her to
achieve the goal. Phil has done a great job
and tells me he has now sorted, checked
and uploaded Martyn’s logs for 8P9FX,
DJ0EQ, DJ0EQ/P, G3RFX, GO3RFX, GQ3RFX,
GR3RFX, PJ2/G3RFX, ZB2FX, ZB300FX,
ZG2FX and ZQ2FX. A fitting tribute to
Martyn, who undoubtedly made more
QSOs from ZB2 than any other nonresident.

You may have seen that David Wilkins,
G5HY, a long-standing CDXC member, is
retiring from his job at Kenwood Electronics
(UK) Limited. Kenwood has been a
supporter of CDXC for many years as an
advertiser and donor of raffle prizes and we
wish David a long and happy retirement.
We also welcome his successor, another
long-standing CDXC member, Mark M0DXR,
to the post and look forward to a
continuing mutually fruitful relationship.
Finally, you have just about time to book
for the Annual Dinner and its afternoon

session if you have not already done so and don’t forget to register for the AGM /
Summer Social – both of which can be done
from links on our home page. Jenny and I
look forward to meeting you there. I also
look forward to seeing some of you at the
GMDX Convention in April – maybe Rob,
GM3YTS my counterpart at GMDX, will buy
me a beer for two mentions of our Scottish
friends in one Chairman’s Chat!
73 and Good DX
Chris, G3SVL

President’s Patter
Neville Cheadle, G3NUG
CDXC’s marketing efforts continue. We
have recently taken some advertising space
on the DX World web site, developed a
Special Offer for membership to June 2016,
and have already had a steady flow of new
members from all over the world. We had
some good publicity too from our
interviews on TX Factor and this is another
source of new members.

Now here’s an exchange between Joe
G9LSS who has a station with Less Strong
Signals and Buster G9BG, a “Big Gun”.

We’re now planning some further mailshots probably in April. The plan is to make
these mail-shots to a number of different
groups. These are non-members who are:

G9LSS: I have a decent radio but cannot run
a linear as we are too close to neighbours
and beam antennas are out of the question.
The local planners won’t allow them.

Worldwide members of DXpedition teams
that we have sponsored from 2013 to date,

G9BG: That must be really tough.

Leading UK IOTA participants as at the
January 2015 update and,
UK stations who worked the K1N, FT5ZM,
YJ0X and TX6G DXpeditions.
Hopefully these mailshots will bring even
more enthusiastic DXers and DXpeditioners
into CDXC.

G9LSS: Tell me about your station, Buster.
G9BG: I’m very fortunate, I have several
Yagis for HF on top of a hill and foursquares and verticals for the LF bands. How
about your set-up, Joe?

G9LSS: Yes, I love working DX but it’s a real
struggle. I guess that the vast majority of
CDXC members are in the same boat.
G9BG: I guess you’re right, it’s so easy to
forget the large number of our members
who really struggle to work DX.
G9LSS: Did you work the recent DXpedition
to Navassa?
G9BG: Yes I did, I worked them on 17 bandmode slots, I think I missed a couple.
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G9LSS: Was that difficult?
G9BG: Not really, although sometimes I had
to make a few calls to get through.
G9LSS: Have you worked Navassa before?
G9BG: Yes, of course, but only on 10 bandmode slots so I got 7 new slots.
G9LSS: Let me be blunt. Why did you work
Navassa on slots that you already had in the
log?
G9BG: Mainly for the fun of it, I like to be
competitive and to try to work as many
slots as the other Big Guns in the UK.
G9LSS: To be frank, aren’t you being
somewhat selfish? After all there are many
members in CDXC who would really love to
make just one contact with a station as rare
as Navassa and you’ve bagged 10 of the
slots that you really didn’t need.
G9BG: Umm, I suppose you’re right but I do
like to be competitive.
G9LSS: Then why not focus on contesting,
that’s a competitive arena. Show a little
constraint when you have already worked
these rare stations. Then you can give your
fellow members a better chance when
these really rare DX stations come on the
air.
G9BG: Fair point.
CDXC Reflector
We promote our reflector as being “active
and informative” but unfortunately the
content and discussion have deteriorated in
recent weeks and particularly so when K1N
came on the air. The discussion has
sometimes been getting personal and at
other times downright rude. That's not
what CDXC is about and we cannot have a
situation where we are losing members due
to behaviour on the reflector.
One of our members with substantial
marketing experience wrote to me as
follows:
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I think that we have agreed that CDXC is
basically an “on line” organisation which in
my view makes the reflector the “window”
of the organisation. This is where I think we
could fall down when attempting to recruit
new members as the first thing that they
will see after joining CDXC are the
comments and views on
CDXC@yahoogroups.com. Yes, there are
some useful hints and tips but there are
some insulting comments too and perhaps
some ego’s being massaged. I’ll talk to you
on the phone to explain in more detail but I
would hate to recruit a run of the mill ham
who enjoys chasing a bit of DX only to find
that he is totally disillusioned by the
comments of a minority of the membership.
There isn’t a way round this and it’s the
same in any organisation but it’s something
I think that we should bear in mind when
bringing new members on board.
Before members make reflector postings
please consider the following criteria: Is my
posting helpful and constructive? Am I
helping other CDXC members bearing in
mind that they may have stations with less
strong signals? Am I criticising a DXpedition
when I have little experience of
participating in major 100,000+
DXpeditions?
Some of you may remember that Don
G3XTT wrote a "How to Work T32C" article
that appeared in RadCom and other
publications and on the T32C website. This
was the latest in a series of articles that
started with D68C and I know that they
were well received. How about some of our
more experienced members coming up
with ideas for working some of the
upcoming DXpeditions and publishing them
as articles in the Digest?
Now here’s a further thought. The next
DXpedition to Heard Island is planned for
later this year and they are looking for
operators. So how about some of our more
experienced members applying to join the
team? Yes, it involves a significant amount

of time away from home but that’s what is
involved in all the majors. And it will be
costly but the experience would be
fantastic, enlightening and valuable.
Paying our Way
During the DX Forum at the last RSGB
Convention CDXC member Bob K4UEE said
that the cost of every QSO on the FT5ZM
DXpedition was of the order of $5.00. Bob
calculated this by dividing the total cost of
the DXpedition by the number of QSOs
made. But this understates the true picture.
Many, perhaps around 30 to 40% of DXers
working these DXpeditions, make no
contribution whatsoever to the DXpedition
so the costs are spread amongst a smaller
number.

Others are not interested in awards or in
collecting QSLs but just enjoy working DX
and again make no contribution.
So here’s a suggestion – how about
donating say $2.00 for each QSO you make
to these major operations and adding a
note if appropriate “No QSL required”. This
would make a significant difference to the
financing of these major DXpeditions. Food
for thought!
The above are my personal views written in
support of all our members whether they
have Less Strong Signals or are Big Guns.
They are also in support of those intrepid
DXpeditioners who give us such joy when
we get them in the log.
73

Some, but by no means all, upload to LoTW
without making any contribution to the
DXpedition.
Others send for bureau cards but make no
contribution.

CDXC 2015 AGM & Summer Social
Having enjoyed the superb hospitality of Neville and Trish’s wonderful QTH near
Leominster for many years, we are faced with finding a new location for 2015. Several
members have offered their homes, but the problems always turn out to be how to park
40 – 60 cars and what to do with 100 people if it rains!
To accommodate both of these challenges we have rented a village hall. This is the hall
where our Treasurer Gordon, G3USR and Julie held their recent wedding party. It is an
excellent location with all the facilities we need. Being in the centre of the country it is
accessible to a large number of our members.
So please put the date in your diaries now, or better still, go to our website now and
register: http://www.cdxc.org.uk/calendar. Full details will appear in the March Digest.
CDXC AGM - Saturday 18th July 2015 at 12:00
The Village Hall, Wing, Oakham, Rutland LE15 8SA
The AGM will be followed by the Summer Social with the usual extensive BBQ
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New Members
CDXC offers a warm welcome to the following new and re-joining members:

Callsign

Name

QTH

AF6GA

Phil Everitt

Cupertino

DG1SGW

Klaus Müller

Weinstadt

EI6BT

Jerry Cahill

Midleton

F5JTV

Alain Thoisy

Toryes

F5NGA

Francois Barbier

Bayeux

G0MFR

Gareth Ayre

Hartgrove

G0XAY

Richard Elford

Badminton

G3XDK

Jeremy Maris

Brighton

G3XMC

David Brain

Bristol

G4HYG

Chris Moulding

Bolton

G7VGY

Dave Childs

East Cowes

K0MD

Scott Wright

Rochester, MN

K1OA

Scott Ginsburg

Andover, MA

K3EL

David Lloyd

Princeton

LA8CJ

Arnie Kristoffersen

Oslo

LA9VFA

Olav Skaar

Tana

M0BPQ

Steve Bunting

Highams Park

M0RLM

Rui Lima Matos

London

N6PSE

Paul Ewing

San Jose

N7RD

Ron Smith

Sun City West, AZ

SP6JIU

Kris Adamczyk

Olawa

TG9AJR

Juan Munoz

Guatemala

W6SZN

Kip Edwards

Indianola, WA

We regret to record the passing of the following CDXC member:
GM3JQJ, Graham Moore
Our thoughts are with his families and loved ones.
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2014 CDXC DX Marathon Challenge
Bob Barden, MD0CCE – Awards Manager
2014 was the first year of the CDXC DX
Marathon Challenge, and what a year for
DX it was! Joe Riesert W1JR, in his excellent
“Year in Review” published in W3UR’s Daily
DX®, estimated that 286 DXCCs were active
in 2014, with most of them having been
active on SSB and perhaps 270 of them
having been active on CW.
In the CDXC DX Marathon Challenge, 198
participant call signs were entered via Club
Log, including the call signs of 144 CDXC
members, active from 27 DXCC entities.
Tony IK0OZD was the top-scoring overall
member, with 281 DXCCs worked in 2014.
He was closely followed by Dick PA3FQA
and Kelvin M0AID; nine CDXC members had
final scores of at least 95% of Tony’s final
winning score.
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The top CDXC score for CW was turned in
by Paul G4CCZ with 260, and the top CDXC
score for SSB was achieved by Rob MW0RLJ
with 261. In both cases, there was stiff
competition, with Gary ZL2IFB coming just
behind Paul at 256, and Steve PJ4DX
coming just behind Rob, with 259. The topscoring Foundation licensee was Darren
M3DFW with a great score of 218, while the
top-scoring Intermediate licensee was Paul
2E1AYS with 166, who had stiff competition
from Steven 2E0XAR at 162. The only
participant to enter the Rookie Class (less
than three years of Full licence) was Andy,
M0NKR, with a very credible 209 score.
The final rankings for the winners were:

Award

Call Sign

Overall Winner - Club Log Trophy

IK0OZD

DXCCs
281

CW High Score - GM4FAM Trophy

G4CCZ

260

SSB High Score - G3NUG Trophy

MW0RLJ

261

2nd Place Overall Winner - salver

PA3FQA

278

3rd Place Overall Winner - salver

M0AID

275

4th Place Overall - certificate

G3ZSS

274

(Tied)

M0IKW

274

5th Place Overall - certificate

G4EZT

270

(Tied)

G4CCZ

270

(Tied)

G4PTJ

270

6th Place Overall - certificate

MW0CRI

268

(Tied)

G3VKW

268

7th Place Overall - certificate

G3XTT

264

8th Place Overall - certificate

ZL2IFB

263

(Tied)

G3SVD

263

9th Place Overall - certificate

G3TTJ

262

10th Place Overall - certificate

G5LP

261

(Tied)

MW0RLJ

261

1st Place - Foundation Class

M3DFW

218

1st Place - Intermediate Class

2E1AYS

166

1st Place - Rookie Class

M0NKR

209

Both during the year and in a final review at
the end of the year, some of the credits
originally uploaded by participants were
removed. These adjustments were made
for obvious logging errors, busted calls, or
uploads made after the final deadline of 5
January 2015. Specific credits that were
removed included 5A (the only known
active station, 5A1AL, has not yet submitted
documentation to the DXCC Desk), EZ (the
DXCC Desk has taken the position that
there are no licences currently valid in EZ),
TN (there were no known valid operations
in TN during 2014) and ZL8 (there were no
known valid operations in ZL8 during 2014).
My thanks go to Alan 5B4AHJ for his
diligence during the year in maintaining all
the exceptions in Club Log!
Without Club Log, which allows quasi-realtime tracking of everyone’s progress, the
CDXC DX Marathon Challenge would not
exist – thank you Michael and all of the
Club Log team for making such a useful tool
available! Congratulations to all the
winners and good luck to all in the 2015
CDXC DX Marathon Challenge!
Some of the participants have shared their
stories of 2014:
Tony, IK0OZD
I have participated in the CQ Magazine
Marathon for many years. In 2014 I saw
that there was also the CDXC DX Marathon
Challenge and I decided to participate
simultaneously to the CQ Marathon.
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I like the Marathons because they have
given me the possibility to establish
friendships and bond with other DXers all
around the world. I would to thank all the
members of the CDXC for this opportunity.
I think that to excel in the Marathons
requires a great deal of free time, as well as
skill and good luck. Among the first 10 in
the CDXC DX Marathon Challenge ranking I
saw scores really near each other. They are
all very closely rated and excellent DXers.
Thank you to everyone.
Dick, PA3FQA
I started 2014 in the ARRL RTTY roundup
making 300 QSOs, so I already had a bunch
of countries worked. I then found out about
the CDXC DX Marathon Challenge and set
up my logbook so that I could see the new
countries for 2014, the ones I did not work.
It is very important if you want to compete
that you work every DXpedition there is to
get that elusive ones in the log, otherwise
you might miss it for the rest of the year.
Another important thing to me is that I do
work all modes CW, RTTY, and SSB,
although most of my operating is CW. One
should also be able to work at least all 9 HF
bands with decent antennas. There are
always entities you are going to miss
because of lack of propagation or being at
work. Yes, I still do work for a living! One
country I missed was South Georgia
VP8SGK. Propagation was not favourable to
north Europe. I was at the rig, but could not

hear him at all. Later I heard from Tony,
IK0OZD that he even had trouble to work
him.
Anyway, the Marathon Challenge was a lot
of fun to do, but very time consuming. I’m
not participating this year as I do have
other things to do as well. But maybe next
year I will be in it again. Having fun is the
most important thing in amateur radio for
me and the Challenge sure was fun.
Good luck to all in this year in the
challenge!
Rob, MW0RLJ
I'm not sure why I decided to take part in
the "DX Marathon" but I am so glad that I
did! I really enjoyed getting to the end of
the month, sending in my Club Log upload
and checking the results in the next few
hours, and seeing where I was on the
leader board.
Obviously as the months went on the
competition got more intense and the
scores got closer and closer, until, during
the last 2 months or so I could see people
sending in their logs more often, just to get
that extra one on the score and I was doing
the same. It was also fun catching up with
other "Marathon Men" and having a bit of a
comparison of scores on the air.
When the year had ended and all logs were
in, I felt very satisfied that I had done the
best I could. I managed to contact every
DXCC that I had heard during the year and
could do no better, and in the end it was a
close run thing for several stations. It was
obviously great fun for all who took part
because I see that we are all doing it again
this year, and I have already had a few
chats with Steve PJ4DX, comparing how we
are both getting on. It seems I have a bit of
catching up to do! It's such great fun and it
does no one any harm. Have a go! The
more the merrier, and may the luckiest
man or woman win! You've got to be in it to
have any chance of winning it!
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Steve, PJ4DX
I only received my PJ4DX license on 9
December 2013, so this was my first
Marathon Challenge from PJ4. I started at
0020 on 1 January by calling CQ on 40m and
my first 2014 contact was YB6CA, at
18,000km almost as far away as you can
get. This was followed by YV, UR, 9K,
XR9H2O (South Shetland Islands) and 6Y5:
all continents apart from Africa in the first
few minutes. At 02:33 I was called by an
EA8 - WAC in just over 2 hours on 40m was
not a bad start.
Having the PJ4 prefix helps, though perhaps
not as much as you might think. By calling
CQ I could work most of the usual European
and American countries, but while I could
work hundreds of US, G, DL, I, UR, UA etc.
stations, I was never likely to work, say, ZK3
or 4W. The DX Cluster therefore became an
indispensable tool and allowed me to pick
up those DX stations who usually called CQ
but rarely answered CQs from other
stations: 3B9FR, TZ6BB, EL2DT and many
others fell into this category.
More useful than the PJ4 prefix is this
location. From here it is easy to work North
and South America, Europe, the Middle
East, as well as most of Africa and Oceania.
Most of Asia is more difficult and in
particular China: after 15 months of activity
and 36,000 QSOs I have yet to even hear a
single BY station, let alone work one. The
same goes for XX9. I have also worked just
one BV, one VR2 and one JT station.
Most of the major 2014 DXpeditions were
worked easily enough. The most difficult
was FT5ZM which had been on the air for
several days before it made its way into the
PJ4DX logbook.
I ended the year with 259 claimed DXCC
entities from 34,299 QSOs, so there is no
excuse for any member not to have worked
PJ4 - always provided you are on SSB of
course. Of my QSOs, 34,298 were on Phone
and one on CW (Nigel at TX6G, who was so

surprised to be called by me on CW he sent
"PJ4DX ? ? ?").
Congratulations to Tony, IK0OZD, who I
believe takes the overall prize and Rob,
MW0RLJ, who takes the SSB prize with two
DXCC entities more than me. It was a closerun race, which makes it all the more
exciting. Thanks too to Bob, MD0CCE, and
the CDXC Committee for organising the
Challenge. I enjoyed it so much I decided to
take part in 2015 too: today is 7 February
and I have worked 164 entities so far,
including two yesterday: E41 and KG4. This
can become addictive!
Gary, ZL2iFB
The thing I enjoy most about the CDXC
Marathon Challenge is the friendly rivalry
and jostling for position between
comparable operators and stations, at all
levels in the league. As in previous years,
Lionel G5LP, Don G3XTT and myself found
ourselves locked in battle throughout 2014,
separated by just a handful of DXCC
countries in the CW table for most of the
year. As soon as one of the gang found
some fresh meat, maybe a DXpedition or
simply HF activity from one of the rarer
DXCC countries, we’d see his totals creep
forward and wonder what tasty morse he’d
found [Ed: pun intended Gary?]. DX news
sites were searched and emails exchanged,
egging each other on. Often within a day or
so, we’d all find the same DX and catch up,
finding ourselves back in the same position,
hunting for our next burst of
excitement. So it went, DXCC by DXCC,
week by week. The inevitable breaks from
DXing caused by 'having a life' meant we'd
each slip behind, wondering what we were
missing out on and whether we'd be able to
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catch up. Towards the end of 2014, it
wasn't clear exactly where we'd end up
overall or which one of us would have the
lead, but that didn't matter as much as
crossing the finishing line together - DX
friends for life.
Darren, M3DFW
As an avid DX chaser and award hunter,
when I first read about the CDXC DX
Marathon Challenge, I just had to set my
stall out and try for this new award.
It has not been easy obviously using low
power, sitting in some large pileups for
hours at times, but if it was easy there
would be no fun in it and the more
countries worked, the harder it gets.
Persistence usually pays off and having a
great deal of patience really helps, although
some do slip through the net, I just hope
that I can work it on another day.
As well as an award to chase, the Marathon
Challenge has also helped me with my
DXCC goals. I kept track of worked and
required countries during the year by using
Logger32 as my logging program and also
using Club Log to keep an eye on the
current standings. I found that using
contests also helped me a great deal in
finding new countries for the year, as the
contest stations were listening more.
My station for chasing DX consists of a
Yaesu FT-950 and antennas of a Jaybeam
TB3, 3 element tri-band yagi for 10, 15 &
20m; a homebrew antenna based on the
cobwebb for 12 & 17m, and an inverted L,
resonant on 40 & 80m, which also tunes &
plays on 30m. I used SSB, CW, RTTY & PSK
for QSOs in the Marathon Challenge.

In the DX Window
Nigel Cawthorne, G3TXF
x Tracking LoTW’s “QSL %” over time
x ZD9XF QSLing and Busted Calls
x G3TXF 50 years on : first CDXC QSO
Getting useful QSL stats out of LoTW
There’s a useful button in the “Your QSOs”
menu on LoTW. “Statistics” gives you the
number of QSOs uploaded to LoTW for
each of your callsigns as well as the number
of confirmations (or “matches”) within
LoTW. Playing with the resulting table in
Excel gives some interesting statistics.
As the usage of LoTW has become more
widespread over time, it is the most recent
DXpeditions that tend to have the highest
percentage of confirmed (‘matched’) LoTW
QSOs. The table shows the “LoTW QSL %”
for several DXpeditions. The five-man VP6T
Pitcairn operation in January 2012 heads
the table with 60.4% of all QSOs currently
having a “QSO-match” on LoTW. The more
recent (Sep 2014) ZD9XF Tristan da Cunha
operation is at just 57.6%, but this figure is
expected to drift up slowly as more logs are
up-loaded to LoTW over the coming
months.
Callsign
VP6T
ZD9XF
ZD7XF
OX/G3TXF
TX6G
6W/G3TXF
J88XF
ZF2XF
6Y8XF
TJ3G
ZL7/G3TXF
FW/G3TXF
VP2V/G3TXF
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QSOs
56,400
25,744
28,284
1,735
76,954
4,238
4,873
3,291
2,121
25,535
13,284
12,828
9,242

LoTW
60.4%
57.6%
55.3%
55.1%
54.8%
53.7%
51.8%
50.5%
50.2%
40.5%
29.8%
27.0%
26.6%

Date
Jan-12
Sep-14
Mar-12
Nov-08
Mar-14
Feb-14
Feb-09
Mar-14
Mar-09
Mar-04
Sep-01
Mar-00
Nov-99

Callsign
XX9TXF
V85XF
H44XF
8Q7XF
5T5NC
3V8NC

QSOs
5,056
11,875
9,756
5,046
1,705
7,227

LoTW
19.4%
14.8%
12.3%
7.2%
4.2%
1.4%

Date
Oct-94
Oct-93
May-91
Apr-88
Oct-80
Aug-69

As you move down the table, in general,
the older the DXpedition the lower the
“LoTW QSL %” figure achieved. Intuitively
this makes sense. However there appear to
be some exceptions.
Two possible factors that come to mind are:
(1) the number of USA stations worked and
(2) the number of RTTY QSOs made. LoTW
is popular in the USA. Also RTTY operators
are renowned for being LoTW addicts. RTTY
operators upload their logs more than users
of other modes. Unusually for G3TXF, his
brief operation from Greenland as
OX/G3TXF was primarily for the WAE RTTY
contest. The “LoTW QSL %” for this
operation is 55.1% which is significantly
higher than you would expect from the
date of the operation (Nov 2008).
The “LoTW QSL %” figures for older
DXpeditions are also interesting as they
confirm the downward trend with the age
of the operation. The H44XF (1991)
operation shows 12.3% of QSOs confirmed
on LoTW, whereas for 8Q7XF (1988) it is
7.2%, 4.2% for 5T5NC (1980) and just 1.4%
for 3V8NC (1969).
It would be interesting to know from other
DXpeditions what sort of “LoTW QSL %”
they eventually achieve over time. Is there
perhaps currently an LoTW ceiling
percentage somewhere just above 60%?

It is encouraging to see that many DXers
make the effort to upload their old logs to
LoTW. It requires motivation to type up all
your old logs and put them into digital
format. But the effort is richly rewarded
when you are able to have a full life-time
electronic log of all your QSOs. And, of
course, you can then upload all your old
QSOs to LoTW. You will be surprised how
far back the ‘matches’ on LoTW appear.
The earliest LoTW match on G3TXF’s home
log is with Phil G3SWH in Feb 1965, and the
earliest LoTW match for a DXpedition log is
with OK2BLG for 3V8NC in July 1969.
Handling the Busted Calls for ZD9XF
Busted Calls are a fact of life on any
DXpedition. No matter how good the
operator, there will inevitably be Busted
Calls to deal with in the log. Not only does
the DXpedition operator make copying and
typing mistakes, but it is not unknown for
the DX-chasers to send their call badly. On
CW there are a few stations who have
trouble sending their own call correctly.
Busted Calls can arise for any number of
reasons.
However the question is how to deal with
Busted Calls when processing QSL requests
after a DXpedition. Some DXpeditions try to
draw up hard and fast rules (e.g. only one
character change), but in practice there
needs to be some flexibility.
Since the end of the ZD9XF trip (Oct 2014)
much time has been dedicated to the
processing the incoming requests for both
Direct and Bureau QSLs. Thanks to the
advent of Club Log’s OQRS this whole
process has been made much simpler, less
time consuming and much more efficient.
In particular the number of unwanted
incoming paper QSL cards has significantly
reduced. The ability to request either a
Direct or a Bureau QSL on OQRS means that
there is absolutely no need to send your
card.
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The only incoming paper cards received for
ZD9XF are those sent with Direct card
requests through the post or those received
through the QSL Bureau. Over time it is
hoped that both these antediluvian QSLing
methods will cease. Bureau cards can be
requested by anyone at no cost whatsoever
through OQRS, so why on earth send your
card to a DXpedition QSL Manager to
request a reply card? Stop doing it! There is
already enough waste paper flowing
through the World’s QSL Bureaux without
your card being there too.
Yes, there will always be a number of DXers
who do not have access to the Internet.
They will continue to send papers cards.
There are also some DXers who have a
(possibly well founded and not irrational)
aversion to signing up to PayPal or to using
CCs on line. Unable to access OQRS, they
too will continue to send paper cards. Fine.
No problem. However the bulk of all
DXpedition QSL requests has to be allelectronic (through OQRS) sooner or later.
And the sooner the better.
Meanwhile potential Busted Calls are
usually alerted by E-mail where someone
notices that they their QSO cannot be
found on Club Log. If the Busted Call
correction is accepted, then a change is
made in the log. The revised ZD9XF log (so
far there have been three revisions) is
uploaded to both Club Log and LoTW. There
were 28 Busted Call corrections made in
the first revised log and then a further
seven in each of the two subsequent
revisions. So far there have been 42 Busted
Call corrections, or just 0.16% of the 25,700
QSO ZD9XF log.
Fifty Years on: first CDXC QSO
Last month G3TXF celebrated fifty years.
The original G3TXF licence document (on
foolscap) was dated 5 February 1965 and
was received in the post on the morning of
6 February (in those days there was no
“First Class” post to hold things up!).

The first QSO (G3GMI) made by G3TXF was
the same day on 160m AM (yes, ten watts,
or thereabouts, of Amplitude Modulation
on Top Band!).
And, surprise, surprise, who was G3TXF’s
second ever QSO on 160m AM? It was
(future fellow CDXC Member) John G3SZG

who is now 5B4AHK. John G3SZG was just a
few miles down the road (you couldn’t get
very far with 10w of AM on 160m in the
middle of the day, could you?) in Laleham
while G3TXF was operating from his school
in Old Windsor.

T30D – DXpedition to Tarawa 2014
T30D Team
After the April 2013 DXpedition to Samoa
as 5W0M, Rolf, DL7VEE planned another
ambitious DXpedition to Western Kiribati
for October 2014. Western Kiribati (T30) is
ranked under top 50 of the Most Wanted
DXCC from Europe, especially in RTTY and
SSB and on high and low bands. Rolf
organized a team of 12 experienced
operators; many of them were already
members of the 5W0M crew. We planned
to be in the air with four or five fully
equipped stations with amplifiers. The
whole gear was private property.
The target was a strong effort especially for
far away Europe - maybe this would be the
last chance for good propagation on 10m
and 12m during this sunspot cycle. We have
to mention that only a few days before our
start Günter, DL2AWG, had a serious
accident and had to stay back home.
Kiribati is a country of many islands spread
over a large area straddling the equator in
the middle of Pacific Ocean. These 32 atolls
altogether cover only about 800 sq km
land. Most atolls are just 2m above sea
level. Kiribati is one of the smallest
countries in the world but for DXCC it
represents four entities with T30 – West
Kiribati, T31 – Central Kiribati, T32 – East
Kiribati and T33 – Banaba.
We decided to go to Tarawa atoll in the
Gilbert Islands. This atoll has a triangular
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shape and consists of a variety of small
islands which are more or less connected
by one road. The islands are very small –
some are only 100m wide – and you can
see from the lagoon side of the atoll to the
other side the Pacific Ocean. So you will
find many small villages and a few city
regions. Nearly half of total 100,000
inhabitants of the Republic Kiribati are
living on Tarawa.
Our journey started from Frankfurt,
Germany, where we all met up and went
via Seoul, South Korea to Nadi, Fiji and then
to Bonriki, the only international airport of
Kiribati. All our equipment travelled along
with the team members – one piece of
23kg check-down and hand luggage for
each of us. Additionally we had three
heavy, oversize, ski bags with all antenna
materials. This generated a lot of additional
cost and was not easy to handle when we
changed aeroplanes and had to undergo
check-in procedures. During the entire trip
it was our concern that this important
luggage would suddenly go missing. Finally
at Bonriki airport everybody was happy
when all of our baggage arrived complete.
The adventure could begin.
By car, it took us about 30 minutes to go to
Lagoon Breeze Lodge in the little village
Abarao. The gravel road had lots of
potholes, but our driver navigated his way

around them. The lodge is well located at
the lagoon side. In addition to the main
building we had a separate bungalow that
served as our station room that was only a
few metres from the lagoon. There was
plenty of space for all our antennas which
mostly pointed north. This was perfect for
Japan, Europe and USA West coast. In the
lodge we were nearly the only guests and
could use anywhere for our antenna farm.
We arrived around noon and the entire
team began to erect the first antennas in
tropical heat so as to start the DXpedition
before sunset. We had to be really careful
because the area was covered with lots of
fist-sized crab holes. In record time one
spider beam, a multiband vertical and a
30m-Loop were up in the air. The first CQ
started only a few hours after arrival and
we had three stations ready to go.
In the first night we got a tropical
thunderstorm! So the next morning we had
to repair one of the spider beams.
Eventually we had 10 antennas ready and
could start with 4 stations according to the
shift schedule and work 24 hours around
the clock. The shift schedule had 3.5 hours
on duty followed by 7 hours of free time. It
worked very well for the next two weeks.
We had five stations installed, all K-3s with
500 W amplifiers. Everything looked fine,
when we suddenly faced a big problem
with all our radio stations in the evening.
We checked the mains voltage (which
should be 220 V AC). During day time and in
the second half of the night there it was
190 to 200 V which was acceptable. Then in
the evening hours we had line drops down
to 180 V and below which led to many shut
downs of switch-mode power supplies
which were not able to handle these dips.
Some amps couldn’t be switched on at that
low voltage. We had to reduce all output
power dramatically and sometimes to run
stations barefoot. Our evenings were the
most important time with high band
openings for Europe.
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The team was feeling bad about this but
luckily we were able to organise a small
generator. It produced enough power for 2
or 3 stations with amplifiers. Now we had a
better feeling. From now on our log filled
up rapidly with QSOs. We used 3 spider
beams for 10m to 20 m, a 4 element Yagi
for 6 m, full size verticals and L-antennas on
18m tubes with elevated radials for 160
and 80 m. For 30 m we used a loop and
additional triple legs for some of the middle
bands. The coax cable to the far away
lowband antennas was in the water at high
tide; twice we had a bad SWR because of
cables damaged by crabs. We could do
repair work only at low tide and in daylight,
so we lost some “low band nights”.
Availability of the internet was another
problem. It was only good for a few hours a
day and generally very slow.
Shortwave propagation was not best but
fair and we enjoyed our DXpeditioning. The
weather was perfect from the third day till
the end, hot but no more rain or storms.
During day time we mostly used only the
highest three short wave bands. At night
often all bands were open. This special
feature in the equator areas is totally
different to Central Europe. With sunset
high bands usually go down, but a few
hours later they are open again.
Breakfast, supper, drinking beer and water,
short walks and a little sightseeing were
what we could do in between the shifts.
The food was simple and nearly everybody
came back with some pounds less body
weight…
It was recommended not to swim in the
lagoon because the water was very dirty.
Tarawa is not a paradise in the south sea.
The highest points on these islands are only
3 to 4m above sea level. Maybe in about 50
years many of these islands will be flooded.
Please notice the sandbags around the
lagoon in the photos! Kiribati people were
friendly but there is not much tourism.

With great pleasure we noticed many well
equipped schools.

we have given many All-Time-New-Ones
(ATNO) to many hams.

We were very pleased to contact many
DXers from all over the world. Thank you
for the exiting pile-ups. For the statisticians
here are two links: http://t30d.mydx.de
and www.clublog.org/charts/?c=t30d.

Our experience of T30D shows that often
unexpected problems have to be solved
and unplanned additional costs come
across. Only through a joint effort of many
great DX friends and foundations it is
possible to make such a DXpedition
successful. Thank you all for working and
supporting us. Our special thanks go to the
CDXC for their donation

At the end we had 69,000 QSOs from 160m
to 6 m in CW, SSB and RTTY and 20,338
unique calls in the log. With 39% Europe
and nearly 13% RTTY QSOs we served the
mode which was most asked for. Hopefully

Tromelin 2014 FT4TA – part 1
Seb Poulenard, F5UFX, Organizer & Team Leader FT4TA
This project actually started in February
2013, under the scorching heat of Uganda. I
was in Entebbe involved with the 5X8C
DXpedition alongside the other F6KOP
operators. A long series of unanswered calls
got suddenly interrupted by the ringing of
my phone. Because the call was coming
from Réunion Island I answered it quickly.
This was the first exchange with the
prefecture of the TAAF (French Southern
and Antarctic Lands) about a radio
expedition project in the southern
territories or the Scattered Islands. I had
impatiently been waiting for this contact
after I had sent a file to St. Pierre, the seat
of TAAF, a few months earlier.
This is the story of this DXpedition.
Project Genesis
In 2000, during the DXpedition to Tromelin
organized by the Lyon DX Gang team,
Météo-France was the main contact; as for
the permissions they were issued by the
Ministry of the Overseas Territories. Since
2005, things have changed with the
attachment of the Scattered Islands to the
TAAF prefecture.
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The first step of our project was to compile
a complete dossier to establish a first
contact and explain key aspects of our
project: what amateur radio is, who ham
operators are and more specifically for the
members of our team, why such an interest
for the TAAF and the Scattered islands?
After several years of research and
exploration a contact was at last
established in February 2013. Very soon we
understood the constraints. Several
telephone meetings and email exchanges
followed. A month later, a meeting in the
building of the TAAF in Paris allowed us to
finalise the destination and dates of
operation. Tromelin will be back on the air
at the end of October 2014, after 13 years
of radio silence.
The ham community was then informed of
the existence of the project through a press
release widely reported and disseminated
on many media platforms. Right away we
received encouraging feedback, how
exciting! The work done so far discreetly
could finally begin to be displayed.

Let’s do it!
Such an adventure could not be improvised,
and although the timing seemed relatively
relaxed, we knew from experience that
there was no time to waste.
As soon as TAAF agreed in principle we
engaged in a thorough preparation both
administratively and logistically, without
neglecting the human side which is too
often underestimated. This fact is of
paramount importance, even more so
when the DXpedition takes place on an
uninhabited island. Conditions can quickly
become extreme because of the climate,
the isolation and sleep deprivation, not to
mention the tensions that can occur in the
case of technical failure or an accident.
From the first exchanges with our
interlocutors, it appeared obvious that this
DXpedition could only be conducted with a
small group; especially as the
environmental and logistical constraints
increase exponentially with the number of
visitors. An experienced and
multidisciplinary team was formed by
taking into account both the skills of each
person as well as the personality of every
member. All operators knew each other
well after being part of many expeditions
together.
Several others responsible for specific
topics helped us. Some were there from the
beginning, while others have been
integrated as needed. This small size closeknit team has allowed us to be efficient and
responsive.
Transport and logistics
The green light from the authorities was
subject to several conditions, including
management by our team of transport and
logistics. Aware of its complexity, we
expected to deal with a difficult issue, but
we were nowhere near the truth - that it
would mobilise us daily until the very last
day of the operation.
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Located 450 km east of the coast of
Madagascar and 650 miles north of
Réunion, the island is very isolated
geographically. Access by sea is practically
impossible due to the fringing coral reef
which almost eliminates the chances of
landing, even with small boats. While this
option had been studied, we quickly
dismissed it. Don’t forget that the TAAF had
to validate the transportation plan and
there was no doubt in our minds that a
dangerous solution would have been
denied. Therefore, air access was our only
chance to set foot on Tromelin. In theory,
we only had to find an aircraft and a pilot
likely to land safely on the runway that
crosses the island from end to end.
Our specifications provided transportation
for six operators and equipment from
Réunion Island to Tromelin in a minimum
number of rotations. Transport via the
military aircraft being not possible, we
embarked on the study of other
possibilities: private and public flights.
Plan A was soon arranged with an aircraft
based in Réunion. It seemed appropriate
for this type of mission, although it had
only a low carrying capacity for the
equipment. It was up to us to optimize
space and weight allocated to our
equipment (200kg) to stick to two or three
planned rotations. Two meetings with the
pilot were held in January and May 2014,
visits during which we were able to
experience the plane and to fully
appreciate its characteristics while flying
over Réunion island.
In parallel with the transportation
component, logistics was organised.
Although each of us had made some of
their own equipment available to the
shipping, some key pieces were missing. As
it was, our budget did not allow for the
purchase of such equipment. However,
after being asked, several manufacturers
and hardware vendors came forward to
help us, not counting those who

spontaneously contacted us to provide
their assistance. Thanks to this
mobilisation, we had access to equipment
on loan or on preferential purchase terms.
Our original plan was to operate three radio
stations 24 hours a day, which already
seemed ambitious for a team of 6 people
for 10 days. For harmonization purposes,
we opted for identical configurations:
transmitter, computer, cw-digi interface;
each piece of equipment being able to be
connected at any time on any station. Each
transceiver could be used regardless of the
mode or band used.
The preliminary study of the land, and
especially the location agreed for our radio
site on the island, led us to consider the use
of VDA (Vertical Dipole Array) for the higher
bands. The ratio weight /efficiency for
these antennas is interesting and superior
to what you get with yagi antennas,
especially when installed on the beach. Low
weight and small footprint when folded
was an undeniable asset that met our
expectations. In addition, verticals were to
be used for 30/40/80/160m.
The feasibility of mounting each antenna
with respect to the available space was
studied by considering the coaxial lengths
and the wind load. On the island, Trade
Winds blow constantly and large antennas
would have represented a risk during the
assembly as well as during the strongest
wind gusts. With his experience, Vincent
F4BKV took over the manufacturing of VDA
while Flo, F5CWU, focused on antennas for
the low bands. In order to respect the total
weight allocated, we had to optimize each
element keeping in mind the following
criteria: robustness, reliability, light weight,
performance.
While part of the team was preparing the
equipment, we had to take over the
transportation issue, our plan ‘A’ being
questioned after a few months.
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Although the pilot and his aircraft were OK,
some administrative rules made this
solution "complicated" and difficult to be
approved by the authorities. The irony is
that the same plane with another pilot or
the same pilot with another aircraft would
have been accepted, but not the
combination of both. Considering this
complexity, we quickly got some help from
a few experts in France, as well as the
competent authorities on Réunion Island.
The transportation component thus
became a daily concern that gave us
sleepless nights until the departure. Due to
these complications we had to deal with
the aviation regulations (type of aircraft,
characteristics, engine and pilot
qualification).
We crossed out Plan A and made some
room for plans B, C, D, E, F, etc! Whatever
would happen, we had to make sure that
we had a valid solution both technically and
administratively.
Using a very good network, we became
aware of which aircraft and pilots of the
Indian Ocean area might offer a solution.
After contacting them, each option was
studied and several options were in place.
The final solution came from the Comoros.
It is in this small country that a company
named Interîles will soon take over the
whole space in the Indian Ocean zone.
Although slow to implement, our
exchanges helped to ensure that the
aircraft and crew were able to secure a
flight to Tromelin. Yet we would have to
wait until the day of departure, on the
tarmac of the airport in Mayotte for the
latest documents to be signed! More later.
Visit to Réunion Island
In May 2014, Michel, FM5CD, and
Sébastien, F5UFX, went to Réunion Island
for a working week. After a tour of the
permanent exhibition in the premises of
the TAAF in St Pierre, meetings were held

at a high pace: update on the burning issue
of transport, exchange and training with
the people in charge of environmental
protection, validation of administrative
aspects, discussion with the head doctor,
logistics and communication. The schedule
for these days was very intense. Each topic
was discussed exhaustively with
appointments very well prepared in
advance, and contacts perfectly mastering
their area of expertise.

would be loaded directly on the Marion
Dufresne. Only the last day allowed us to do
some sightseeing, guided by our friend
Axel, FR5GS, who would play a key role in
the organization of exchanges with schools.

Several very pleasant surprises regarding
logistics were announced. The first was the
opportunity to take advantage of an extra
rotation of the Marion Dufresne (a research
and supply vessel) in the Scattered Islands
to get our equipment to Tromelin,
eliminating the limit of 200kg imposed by
the aircraft. The second is the provision of a
reliable and redundant solution for the
supply of energy. Those who have
organized this type of project will
appreciate this opportunity for its true
worth. Although these proposals led to new
costs involved, they provided a definite plus
to the project.

The media and means of communication
were numerous; yet they needed to be
used wisely. To do this, we were assisted by
Cedric, F5UKW a website development
specialist. His technical work, combined
with the content we had provided him
allowed him to upload our website in late
2013. He regularly updated it with articles
and reports. Since its launch, we have
recorded nearly 125,000 visits, with peak
attendance during the stay.

The exchange ended by defining all the
actions to be implemented to enhance our
activity and ensure a high level of
communication for the TAAF.
Several areas were identified:
• Philatelic operation
• Exchanges with schools on Réunion
Island
• Highlighting the project in the media:
internet, social networking, news
That work week concluded with a meeting
with Mr. Pascal Bolot, Prefect for the island.
Together, we discussed our future mission
and discussed our amateur radio activities.
Michel, FM5CD, who had freshly returned
from Amsterdam Island, also addressed
FT5ZM.
This trip to Réunion Island was utilized to
purchase various equipment and tools that
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Communication
From the draft of the introduction dossier
to the records and the press releases,
particular attention was paid to the
explanations.

In addition to the presentation of our radio
project, we wanted people to learn more
about the history and the peculiarities of
this tiny speck. To do this, several articles
were published in journals, so as to reach
the greatest number. Thanks to this hype, it
would have been hard to miss the event.
The conclusion we can draw from reading
the comments received so far is that the
project was a wonderful means of
communication. This enthusiasm for our
mission on Tromelin has spread far beyond
the amateur world. From ecology to
philately and schools, the island became
the intersection for a multitude of
enthusiasts, experts and travellers who can
now locate Tromelin on a map.
Budget
Such a project required a very large budget.
Although partly assumed by the operators
nothing would have been possible without
the generosity of the amateur radio
community. Dozens of sponsors were
solicited and we gave everyone the

opportunity to contribute to the project in
the form of an online donation.

transport by ship, but also unloading by
helicopter to Tromelin.

Only minutes after sending the press
release announcing the expedition, the first
donations were recorded, often
accompanied by a word of encouragement.
These were spread over the entire period
of preparations and until we returned from
Tromelin.

It was in late August 2014 that we were
informed that everything had arrived and
was stored on the island. A very important
step had been taken. Only sensitive
equipment (transmitter, computers) were
retained and were to travel with us as
carry-on.

Concerning clubs and associations, the
INDEXA was the first to support us, soon
imitated by many others. An exceptional
grant from the NCDXF made the project
possible. At this stage, we were confident!
If on one hand the donations continued
coming at this pace and on the other hand
our expenses were contained, the budget
should be completed on our return. With
this in mind, we are compelled to control
the expenses. The fact that we could
balance our budget thanks to all was
definitely a plus but at the same time it
added extra pressure to do well. There was
no room for error!

Compared to the planned 200 kg of
equipment, it was ultimately about 800 kg
that were shipped, with notable
improvements on amplifiers, low loss
coaxial cable, antenna, and emergency
equipment. Looking back, we do not see
how we could have done otherwise.

Logistics, the sequel!
The TAAF offer to transport our equipment
with the Marion Dufresne dramatically
changed the profile of the operation. This
opportunity, however, forced us to speed
up the collection of funds, and testing and
packaging of our equipment. Everything
had to be completed four months earlier
than originally planned. Informed of this
program change, our sponsors reacted very
quickly. Flo, F5CWU, surrounded himself
with a small group for all preparations. The
boxes were manufactured, coaxial cables
cut, connectors were soldered and each
item tested many times in real conditions
before being packaged. All equipment lists
were checked and rechecked before the
boxes were sent to the logistics provider for
TAAF in Marseilles: departure for Tromelin
via Réunion Island. The weight and size of
the crates were intended to ensure safe
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Therefore we were able to install up to six
stations simultaneously. No equipment was
unnecessary because on several occasions
we found ourselves using all of them.
Similarly, we never fell short of a
connector, a tool, or a metre of cable. It
was a flawless preparation and we did it.
Focus on communication actions
The preparation of the main
communication operations was also a daily
activity throughout the year before the
mission.
Philately is for TAAF both a source of
income (7-9% of the budget) and an
excellent communication tool. Each year,
about fifteen stamps are edited, presented
at special fairs and marketed through
several distribution channels.
The dates and location of our operation
were set to coincide with the 60th
anniversary of the first amateur radio link
from Tromelin. Naturally, the idea of a
commemorative stamp was used. The team
was actively involved in the realisation of it
by providing a rich documentation to the
artist responsible for creating the model.
Under the leadership of the head of TAAF
philately, this project became a reality. The

aim was to present it to the autumn
philatelic exhibition in Paris.

of transportation, living on site, waste
management, water, etc.

The dates of the exhibition and DXpedition
being concurrent, it was suggested that
contacts between amateur radio operators
on the TAAF stand and Tromelin Island
should take place. We entrusted this
technical challenge to a radio club team
(F6KOP) in Provins. The challenge was
complex! First it was necessary to remove
the many administrative constraints on the
installation of antennas in the heart of
Paris, even temporarily. Furthermore, the
system had to be reliable and efficient
enough to ensure daily radios transmissions
of several thousand kilometres. In addition
to these demonstrations, we were asked to
present our activities to visitors throughout
the event.

In order to extend these exchanges, we
enlisted the help of amateur radio
operators from Réunion’s ARRA to establish
temporary radio stations in several schools
in order to make "live" connections with
our team on the island of Tromelin during
the expedition.

This activity around the block of mint
stamps was a publicity stunt for TAAF, but
also an excellent opportunity to promote
our amateur activity with a large audience
composed of collectors, officials and
journalists.
6,000 km away from Paris, Réunion Island
was also in turmoil. Thanks to the help of a
teacher, relay with TAAF, Tromelin became
a work topic for several schools: history,
geography, fauna and flora were to be
studied. This work resulted in numerous
exchanges of letters and emails prepared
by the students and their teachers, along
with highly relevant issues related to the
adventure that was coming up: our means

Conclusion on the preparation
Throughout that year of preparation, work
files were numerous, all very important and
time consuming. Everything had to be
absolutely completed by October 30, the
date of our departure. Thanks to the hard
work of the whole team, this goal was
achieved.
Our three crates arrived and were stored
away on the island. The on-site TAAF staff
decided to test the generators and ensure
fuel supplies. To transport the remaining
equipment in our possession each operator
was given a full station to get used to it and
become familiar with the equipment before
departure.
Still, there remained some concerns: a
missing signature to install the antenna at
the philatelic exhibition, the announced
visit by a DGAC (FAA equivalent) inspector
in Mayotte for a final check of the aircraft
before our departure, a technical stop in
Madagascar…enough potential worries for
more sleepless nights. (to be continued ..

K1N – The chase!
Congratulations to the following members for whom their QSO with K1N took them to the top
of the Honor Roll (current listings, 340): John, EI7BA; Peter, G3RZP; Mike, G3SED; Steve,
G4OWT; Darren, G0TSM; Raymond, GM0VRP; and anyone else we don’t know about.
Congratulations [Ed: or should that be commiserations?] to those for whom it was #339 and are
waiting on P5!
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We all know that Navassa as a location is a mere ‘chip-shot’ from UK. It would be workable
most days of the week on at least one band even with 100watts and a vertical or low dipole.
Let’s face it, we don’t worry too much about working the islands around Navassa which have
amateur populations. But Navassa is different, it is rare and for many it represented an all-time
new one (ATNO); for others it was the first opportunity to chase band slots (which were not
really a big feature of DXing when KP1 was last activated back last century. So to make QSOs
you had to beat the (literally) thousands of others who were trying at the same time. Here are
a few member’s stories of the highs and lows.
From Ian, G3KZR
I needed Navassa on any band, it being one
of the three last entities I wanted to
complete the DXCC clean sweep. It was
clear that this was likely to be a monster
pile up affair so I prioritised my effort on
the basis of:
x One in the bag any band or mode
x To add to my tally on 10m as I was
targeting 300 worked on that band
x An RTTY QSO
x 160m as a ‘nice one’
I normally leave big expeditions alone for a
couple of days while the EU big beasts do
their thing.

booked them at 21:54z. Bearing in mind
that conditions on 20m are supposed to
have peaked at 1100z it was an illustration
that there is often a good reason to have a
go well outside the peak. More on this
later.
On the 5th I returned to the post breakfast
slot in the hopes of booking 40m but found
instead that K1N was loud and clear on
30m RTTY. About 10 calls later I got their
report but they had a problem with
someone calling on top of me so I repeated
my report and they rolled onto the blighter
who was on top of me. I was worried that
they had not actually logged me so I went
into bat again and fifteen minutes later had
another QSO but this time they had me
down as ‘G3KZ’. Oh the agony of it! I
decided to wait until the online log was
updated before jumping around too much.

However the team were easing themselves
onto the bands on account of their difficult
logistics and I noted that one of the early
on bands was 30m where, as I have
discovered, the UK has a bit of an
advantage in the morning between 08:00
and 10:00z as the sun moves the
propagation west. Sure enough on the 3rd
Feb there they were and very quickly they
worked a whole string of UK stations,
including me. The event was so remarkable
that G4EZT posted a spot with the
comment, ‘pipeline to G’.

Anyway the next day (Friday 6th) I did the
post breakfast visitation yet again, this time
to run 40m and for some reason there was
a very small pile up and they went in the
log at 08:32z. I was chuffed that it had been
so easy so far.

With one in the bag, the next day I peeked
at the pile ups on 20m, shuddered, and
decided not to mess with it. However, on
doing a band tour before bed, K1N had a
reasonable CW signal and a wide but not
deep pile up. A lot of EU had gone to bed
before me. I plonked myself somewhere in
the middle of the QSX and very quickly

As they had been spotted long and often on
10m and as that was a priority I determined
to have a go. At the peak time there was a
huge deep and wide pile up so after a short
while I shut down and decided to try the
sunset enhancement one gets to those
parts. I started looking at about 17:30 but
they were not on 10 but rattling the cage
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After a bit of a struggle I also logged them
later on 12m CW at about the ‘right time’
according to the propagation charts.

on 17 CW. I tried a few calls and then they
went QRT on the hour for an op change. I
decided to keep an ear open on 28023 just
in case and hit lucky. The new op started up
on 10m, the band was indeed open and I
got them fourth call before the pile up
really got going. WooHoo!
The next 2 days I dodged the CW and SSB
pile ups on 17m by booking them on RTTY –
in fact I never did manage them on the
other modes on that band. I am pleased to
say that my angst about RTTY was soothed
by this QSO and the fact that the online log
confirmed my first RTTY QSO on 30m.
The one SSB I wanted QSO was eventually
logged on 20m thanks to the team’s
consistent efforts on that band/mode
which had whittled away at the depth of
callers.
This left me with the curiosity of not having
anything on 15m and the challenge of
trying the two low bands. I duly crawled
into the shack pre-breakfast on the 10th to
find K1N with a fair signal on 80m CW but
clearly having problems with QRN. Their
subsequent news bulletin confirmed that
earlier favourable LF conditions had had
given way to the presence of QRN from a
tropical storm. However I plugged away
and was very pleased to be logged at
07:41z.
That day I also started hammering away in
the enormous pile ups on 15m with
absolutely no feeling that I would get
through – and I did not. The occasional UK
station did get worked but it seemed more
of a lottery than anything else with the
odds in favour of southern EU. The slow
QSO rate in these pile ups also suggested
that the team’s ops were struggling with
the sheer weight of numbers.
Next morning I took a peek at 160m CW
and was pleased to hear a pretty steady
549 signal but the op (K4UEE it turned out)
was repeatedly apologising for the QRN
making incoming copy difficult. I stuck on
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about 3 up calling slowly and waiting
hopefully for a lift close the UK sunrise. This
duly happened and after many repeats we
completed the QSO that left me with a
warm fuzzy feeling.
Now for the last slot – anything on 15m!
Expedition shut down was fast approaching
and the monster pile ups just continued.
Several times I discovered that my QSX and
the QSX of the station being worked were
only a few Hz apart. I was still clearly still
down below the top layer of signals.
On the final Thursday I resolved to try at
intervals during the day and had a really
heavy session late afternoon but gave up in
despair at 1700. However at 1900 I had a
20 minute window with no commitments
prior to dinner time so I took a look on CW.
It seemed that they had just restarted after
a break but they were only 539 and
running, but not specifying, mostly NA.
With nothing better to do I stuck at it but
soon the call to dinner came wafting up the
stairs. Oh well, just three more calls and
then shut down. At that moment the signal
shot up to S7 and as I was turning to push
the ‘off’ button ‘3KZR’ came through the
phones. I quickly gathered my wits,
responded and got the acknowledgement.
Whether it was a dying gasp from the
propagation or they had turned the beam
round I don’t know.
Next morning I had an anxious wait while
Clublog was down for problem solving to do
with the K1M uploads but I finally saw that
the 3KZR was me and not a W3 or
whatever.
The moral of the story is that peak
conditions and going head to head with all
of EU’s finest doesn’t always make for easy
pile up cracking, especially if one has a
relatively modest station. Finding the weak
opening which favours the UK and
attenuates the rest of EU and NA can often
be the answer. Job done…But still, I never
expected 15m to be quite so tough! Also

pleased to note that the DQRMers seemed
to get exhausted too.
From Bob, 5B4AGN/G3ZEM
Navassa makes a great example. Those who
feel disheartened at not having made the
contacts they wished for with Navassa
should understand that if you want it badly
enough and work for it eventually it will
come along.
There was the big DX-pedition of June '69
as part of which many great DXers travelled
to Navassa activating the island with 4
stations. Very exciting stuff but as an SWL it
was for me not an opportunity for contact.
There was activity in '71 but my 4W DC
input homebrew TX and an Eddystone 640
to 100ft of wire were far from up to the
task.
'72 offered great promise with the KC4DX
operation. I had only wire antennas but by
now a little more power and a Drake 2B RX
but still no cigar.
By '78 and the N0TG/KP1 operation I was
newly married and moved into a small
house with postage stamp garden. Homebrew separates (the 2B had been sold in
support of a deposit on the house) and a
ground mounted 1/4 wave vertical for 20m
allowed me to chase them for hours but did
not reward me with a contact.
In '82 we had the KP2A/KP1 operation but
by now we had moved house and been
blessed with our first child. I had a T4XB
and R4B combo feeding a trapped dipole. In
the little time I had available I didn't even
hear them.
K2SG/KP1 in '88, N0TG/KP1 and others in
'92 and W5IJU/KP1 with NF6S/KP1 in '93
were all lost opportunities with a growing
family and demanding business
commitments.
And then came K1N. Now retired with a
competitive station in which I have invested
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significant time and money. My first real
opportunity to work Navassa is something I
feel justified in having capitalised upon. I
am delighted to have worked them on 9
bands, 3 modes and 14 band slots. I feel
neither regret nor embarrassment at
having done so.
Do I feel my 14 band slots have denied the
deserving a contact? No, though I do feel
the antics of the DQRMers, the persistent
and the random callers have undoubtedly
done so.
Perspective. It's a valuable thing.
From Mike, G3SED
K1N was number 340 for me (out of current
countries) and so "completes the lot" after
about 15 years of waiting.
Despite all the carping on the reflector,
they did give me my last ATNO and many
new bands. It was undoubtedly the hardest
DXpedition to work out of all in the past 15
years. Even with my not modest set up I
had to work hard at it and burn quite a bit
of midnight oil. The sweet one for me was
160 metres as I had not got up a proper dx
antenna when they first came on (too QRL
at work), but after three days of sleepless
nights chasing them on a 160m low
doublet, I relented and put up an inverted L
for 160m and then got them about 4th call
(albeit at 04:00z )
The biggest frustration was listening to
them for over one hour on 60m at 5-8
around 02:00z working USA and not
listening at all for Europe. Mind you, you do
have to question if that was the best use of
their time on the last two days of the
DXpedition?
All good fun and despite comments to the
contrary, it is what, after 52 years, still fires
me up to improve my antennas and
operating skills, chasing such a hard to work
DXpedition.

From Darren, G0TSM
ATNO and 8 bands in 3 days to be #340
here so it was time to break out the
champagne. 160m took a little longer but
that was due to me not being on at the
right time in the first days of the operation.
No 4 acres of antenna farm or 2KW amps
here. I am limited in space as my garden is
only 21ft wide where my tower is located
and there are overhanging branches from a
neighbour's tree, therefore height limited
as well. I had a couple of meetings with the
council before submitting the planning
application for the tower and they
practically told me where I needed to plant
the tower to get the permission.
Lacking raw ERP it's all down to planning,
dedication, the use of all those modern
tools i.e. skimmers, a lot of listening, *4*
receivers and that great big fat knob on the
front of the radio.
As they say 'you have to be in it to win it' so
there's no point being stuck at work while
the #2 most wanted is working everyone
else, so I practically took a week off of
work. I intentionally opted for the first
week as I thought 'what if those wildlife
and fisheries agents discovered something
new on the island', would they shut the
operation down?

Yes those pileups were huge but when you
can work the DXPed on their initial CQs you
have no one else to fight against. Chasing a
CQing K1N around a band when they are
QSYing up/down and transmitting on their
Rx freq is great fun and very rewarding
when you get their attention. That must be
a K-3 thing running with split off! But
keeping track of what bands/modes they
are on can help you work out where they'll
appear next. Look at where they were
spotted last on a particular band and that
frequency may still be in their band stack
register.
I wonder which G worked them on 60M? I
did try but I had a terrible cold with a raging
high temp so ending up sleeping. The cold
was probably made worse by being in the
garden one morning at 3am in my bath
robe changing the length of my 80M
inverted L to get it to tune on SSB ….
It's not always about going in all guns
blazing with heavy artillery, it's about lying
in wait, ready to pounce, more like a sniper.
It's a shame more CDXC users do not use
the closed CDXC cluster to help each other
out. We are in a hobby where we try to
communicate with stations far away, but
we don’t actually communicate with each
other, except with the occasional 5NN.

DXCC Rule Changes regarding Remote Operation.
Dave Gould G3UEG
In late 2013, ARRL announced that they
were going to look again at the DXCC rules
as they relate to QSOs with remotely
operated stations. Opinions of the DX
community were canvassed, and CDXC
conducted a survey of its members, the
results of which were sent to the ARRL, and
also published on the CDXC website.
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On the CDXC website, go to CDXC Reports,
then Submission to DXAC. In January 2015,
the ARRL published their decisions.
http://www.arrl.org/news/arrl-boardokays-changes-to-dxcc-program-vhf-andabove-contesting-rules
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This brief article looks at the ARRL decisions
and attempts to summarize the potential
impacts. It also includes some of the
discussions that have taken place
subsequently on the CDXC and other
forums.
The two most important rules are:1) That the location of the station
transmitter determines the DXCC that the
QSO took place from and that all
transmitters and receivers must be located
within a 500m circle. (This excludes
antennas). This eliminates the use of any
separate remote receiver(s).
2) Whereas previously, the operator had to
be within the same DXCC entity, the new
rule is that the operator can be anywhere.
There is no change to the rule that both
sides of a valid QSO can claim DXCC credit.
The ARRL have stated that a lot of the onus
is on the operator to act ethically and
responsibly. Some of the concerns that
have been raised have highlighted
situations that are completely illegal.
Operating responsibly and ethically means
operating within the worldwide legal
framework. ARRL cannot provide rules that
are outside the worldwide legal framework.
Two of the most commonly cited scenarios
are: Firstly, an operator using a callsign
valid in the DXCC entity of the control
location, but where the actual station is in
another DXCC entity for which no licence is
held – this is simply illegal. Secondly, some
countries have tighter rules for CEPT
operation than is the general case and do
NOT allow remote stations to be operated
under the CEPT rules. For those countries
that do allow it, there is a clear rule that
the operator must still be in the same
country as the station, so examples where
this rule is ignored are again illegal.
One of the issues that concern some people
is that rather than the location of the TX/RX
being the important factor (with the
operator being at the other end of long
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audio/key leads), they consider the location
of the operator as being the important
factor, so feel cheated if they work station
W3ZYX in the USA, but find the operator is
on vacation somewhere in Europe. I am
afraid people who have these views only
really have the option to vote with their
feet and not work the station. (Some
operators clearly advise they are operating
remote, but other don’t, so it can make
identifying some remotely operated
stations difficult). As far as the ARRL are
concerned, in the example given the QSO is
definitely with the USA.
Another concern that has been raised is
that of remote stations being installed at
rare locations. Although technically
feasible, the practical issues of internet
access and ongoing maintenance probably
mean this is not very likely to happen, but
may be more likely to do so in the future as
technology and reliability improve. As long
as the station is properly licensed then
QSOs with that rare remote station would
count for DXCC, no matter where the actual
operator was. The main concern raised
seems to be, not that it is a remote station,
but that there would be fewer rare DXCC
entities and therefore fewer rare DXCC
entities to actually chase.
The rule that the TX and RX must be within
a 500m circle, is imprecise and open to
various interpretations. Does this apply just
to any one particular QSO, or for all the
QSOs made to claim a DXCC award – It is
not explicitly made clear. **My** common
sense interpretation is that it applies to just
any one QSO, so that if a person moves
house within a DXCC entity (or has two
houses) they can continue to accumulate
credits for a DXCC award and do not have
to start all over again. This does, however,
lead to an unfairness between
geographically small and large DXCC
entities. In a large DXCC entity there could
be a distinct propagation advantage
between one location and another, so if

one station was capable of being operated
remotely, the operator would have a
definite advantage, in being able to choose
which site offered the better chance of a
QSO. (See also the rental stations section
below)
The CDXC survey results showed an almost
even split between those members
approving of QSOs with remote stations
counting for DXCC credit and those
disapproving. The ARRL have decided that
QSOs with remote stations will count for
credit to both sides of the QSO, as long as
the remote stations are being operated
legally.
The CDXC survey results also showed only
25% of members agreeing that the
operator could be anywhere. The ARRL
have decided that the operator can indeed
be anywhere.
On a more positive note, the CDXC survey
results showed that 68% of members
agreed that the RX should be reasonably
close to the TX, and that 80% agreed that
multiple RX sites should not be permitted.
The ARRL have agreed this with the 500m
circle rule.
The final scenario to mention is that of
remote rental stations. I put out a request
for input on this subject on the CDXC

forum, but got no response. I have done a
little bit of research, and the following is my
best guess at interpretation. If anyone can
correct or clarify this, I would be glad to
hear from them.
In the USA, there are US located rental
stations being used by US licence holders.
In this case, the licence holders use their
own callsigns, so these remote QSOs can be
added to their DXCC credits. (It is an
extension of the two home situation
described above). However, one US rental
company has stations outside the USA, one
of which is in Sicily, and they state in their
FAQs that users should use the callsign
IT9/(yourcall). Firstly, I think that as
IT9/(yourcall) is a different callsign to the
plain (yourcall), DXCC credits could not be
combined and would have to accumulated
separately. Secondly, the rental company
says this is legal, but the question is on
what basis? It is not legal on the basis of
the CEPT rules, which state that operators
must be in the same country. I have started
enquiries to try and determine the legal
basis of this part of the rental company’s
offering. I can only guess at this stage that
Italy has its own rules which are more
open/generous than the CEPT rules. I will
report further when more is known.

CDXC DXpedition Funding – an analysis
Chris Duckling, G3SVL
Background
CDXC is a major sponsor of DXpeditions. It
has defined conditions and guidelines
which are reviewed regularly by the
Committee. We aim to donate primarily to
DXpeditions which include four or more
operators, aim to make more than 10,000
QSOs and are in the top 75 most wanted in
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Europe. We use Club Log’s excellent ‘most
wanted’ pages for this latter criteria. The
amount we sponsor depends largely on the
difficulty of the logistics of the DXpedition.
Fly in’s will get less, even if they are rarer.
We don’t always get it right!

Additionally, we sponsor small DXpeditions
to second tier IOTA DXpeditions. This is in
addition to an annual donation to IREF.
During the K1N operation there was
discussion about funding methodologies. I
was quite annoyed by the continuing
attacks, largely from US, about ‘Europe not
paying its way’. I reminded everyone that
Europe is a big place and generalising for
740 million people is not a wise thing to do!
Indeed, CDXC, GMDX and RSGB all made
significant donations to K1N. I contend that
through is DX Foundations and individual
sponsor, the UK pays its fair share – as do a
few other European nations.
The debate moved on to discuss what
promotion of CDXC’s sponsorship went to
‘big’ DXpeditions and how much went to
smaller ones. So here is an attempt to
answer that question.
Methodology
How do you define a ‘big’ DXpedition? One
way would be by QSO count, another by
uniques, and a third by budget. As one of
our criteria is the ‘most wanted’ then it

Mega,
79%

NonMega,
21%

Figure 1. Percentage of CDXC sponsorship £’s by
DXpedition type Jan 2013 – Feb 2015
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would be reasonable to take QSOs on the
basis that the more of those you make the
more likely you are to satisfy a need and
move the entity down the table. We also
know from the article on uniques in the
January 2015 Digest that there is a
reasonable correlation between QSOs and
uniques.
Results
With that background and methodology, I
took the last 26 DXpeditions we have
sponsored, which goes back approximately
two years and compared them with
DF3CB’s Mega-DXpeditions Honor Roll. You
can see the results below in figure 1. I then
added the pledges we have made to known
forthcoming DXpeditions and used their
forecast QSO numbers. This is shown in
Figure 2.
It might be better to find a different metric
for ‘mega’ DXpedition, i.e. not just QSO
count – suggestions to the editor and I will
provide the analysis in a future Digest,
assuming we have, or can get, the data.

Mega,
85%

NonMega,
15%

Figure 2. Percentage of CDXC sponsorship £’s
by DXpedition type Jan 2013 – (known) Jan
2016

DQRM – Are there Technological mitigations?
Peter E. Chadwick G3RZP
DQRM (Deliberate QRM) is becoming more
of a problem, and although attempts are
made by IARU, national societies, DX Clubs
and other organisations to persuade the
perpetrators to cease their anti-social and
childish behavious, the problem is not going
to go away. There are interesting questions
as to why it is becoming more prevalent,
but without some major behavioural
changes in the perpetrators, the situation is
unlikely to get any better.
In some ways, the problem can be looked
at as being similar to those in Electronic
Warfare. So it becomes necessary to
consider if technology can help. Certainly,
some DSP facilities such as the automatic
notch filter can help in the case of a CW
type interferer, and tighter filters can assist
on SSB. But the most effective approach
(other than an Anti-Radiation Missile!)
would be some method of cancellation of
the interference. How effective this could
be at HF may be limited by the availability
of real estate…
Now note that this is not a ‘Build a DQRM
canceller’ article, or even a definitive design
approach, but is rather a ‘Here are some
ideas’ worth thinking about for those
interested, while those people actively
involved in SDR design could consider how
to implement DQRM cancellation. It could
be that remote SDR receivers, such as that
at Hack Green could implement some of
the techniques: in theory at least, that
could mean using such a receiver as a
remote receiver but transmitting from
one’s own station could allow all the
country and even the continent to be free
from the DQRM!
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On possibility that comes to mind is
polarisation sensitivity. Is the polarisation
of a DQRM signal from Europe that has had
only one reflection the same as that from a
DX station that has had several ionospheric
reflections, and possibly even some of them
at sub-Brewster angles? If so, it suggests
that a suitable antenna receiving the DQRM
signal could be adjusted in phase and
amplitude to cancel the unwanted signal.
Another possibility is to use a second
antenna in conjunction with a beam to
combine the two DQRM signals in such a
manner as to cancel them. Of course, this
would offer a difficult problem if the DX
and the DQRM were on the same azimuthal
bearing. However, signals received over a
polar path may well have an azimuthal
arrival angle very different to the expected
Great Circle one.
The use of stacked beams would allow
some steering of a null in the vertical plane
of the major lobe, although very few – at
least in the UK – can run to such luxuries.
The combination of the output from a low
dipole or wire antenna (which is more
responsive to high angles of arrival) with
that of a lower angle antenna such as a high
Yagi or Quad offers possibilities.
The principle is the same as that used for
local noise cancellers, although some
complications may well occur because it
will become necessary to deal with
differential fading between the DQRM and
the wanted signal. A simple analogue
version could be configured with blocks as
shown in Figure 1 below.

DQRM
antenna

Variable phase shifter

I
Main
antenna

Variable gain
amplifier

Combiner

Receiver

Fig 1 Basic DQRM cancelling receiver

In reality, a rather more complex solution is
required. The amount of phase shift will,
for example be dependent of the spacing
between the antennas and the relative
phases of the DQRM signal from each
antenna, and could well need to be more
than 360 degrees.

This can be done by having a system (Fig 2)
using In-phase and Quadrature-phase
(i.e.900 phase difference) mixers to give
two channels, (I and Q) and by inversion,
two channels of – I and – Q.

+I
-I
00
Input

900
+Q
-Q
Fig 2. In-phase and Quadrature (I – Q) mixer

Now see Figure 3, where the ‘I’ and ‘-I’ and ‘Q’ and ‘–Q’ represent the relative phases of the
outputs of the mixers.
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Q

Q
-I

I

-I

I&
I

-I & -Q
Figure 3.
Quadrature mixer outputs

Figure 4 shows that by combining the 4
phasors, any phase shift can be obtained,
and that by varying the amplitude,
cancellation of interference can be
achieved.
So far, this may seem to be good to be true,
although it is very dependent upon the
relative amplitudes of the wanted and
unwanted signals from each antenna,
which need to be adjusted to give
cancellation. Another difficulty arises
because the signals from the two antennas
will have a time delay between them,
dependent upon their spacing. For a steady
carrier, this is immaterial, because a sine
wave delayed by 360 or even 720 degrees
(one or two wavelengths) will be identical
to the non-delayed one. However, where
there is modulation, this will not be the
case, although for narrow band modulation
such as SSB, FSK, CW or similar, the
difference is negligible. For example, if the
DQRM and main antennas are 20m apart,
then on 14 MHz, the relative time
difference in the signals from the two
antennas can vary from +71.4ns through
zero to -71.4ns, depending on the azimuth
angle of arrival relative to the line of the
two antennas. The difference in the
modulated signal in the wanted and
unwanted channels of this order is
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-Q
Figure 4.
Quadrature mixer outputs showing how
phase shift can be obtained by
combining the basic mixer outputs

negligible for narrow band modulations
systems. Should this be a problem, then the
power of DSP needs to be used and the
cancelling signal derived from I and Q can
be treated in DSP and a variable delay
placed on it.
This approach has definite possibilities, but
as a separate ‘add on’ unit, it has the
problem that phase coherence between the
derived DQRM phasor and the main
antenna phasor becomes dependent upon
the phase stability of the quadrature down
conversion oscillator. There are various
methods of accomplishing this, but with the
move to SDR (Software Defined Radio)
using a lot of DSP (Digital Signal Processing),
it would appear that a receiver architecture
dedicated for wanted signal and
simultaneous unwanted cancellation is
called for.
Such a possible architecture is shown in
Figure 5. Although direct analogue – digital
conversion at the antenna is possible, there
are still questions about the performance in
receiving weak signals in the presence of
large numbers of off–frequency unwanted
signals, and although performance has
improved since the work described in ref 1,
many manufacturers appear to use DSP in a
reasonably conventional superheterodyne
architecture and digitise at a low final IF.
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Main
antenna

DQRM
antenna

DAC

A-D Conversion and
DSP for DQRM signal

IF DSP for signal path
PLUS DQRM
cancellation signal

-Q

+Q

-I

Fig 5. A possible DSP based DQRM cancelation receiver architecture

ADC

900

00

+I

AF
Output

Such a system with DQRM cancellation is
shown in figure 5, where the wanted signal
is filtered in a bandpass filter, amplified as
necessary and the frequency changed to
the first IF. After filtering in a relatively
narrow roofing filter, it is amplified and
subsequently converted to a second, lower
IF, which is digitised. This digital signal is
then applied to the IF DSP for definition of
the passband and detection, converted to
an analogue signal in a D-A converter and
amplified to provide the AF output.
The DQRM signal follows a similar path: by
using the same oscillators in both wanted
and DQRM paths, the phase coherence of
the two signals is ensured. The DQRM
signal is then converted in an I and Q mixer
and applied to the DQRM DSP. Although
both +I and – I and +Q and –Q are shown,
the inversion could easily be done in the
DSP, so only requiring I and Q signals and
the resultant DQRM DSP signal combined
with the wanted DSP signal to cancel the
DQRM.
The phase of the DQRM signal from the I
and Q mixer will be dependent upon the
amplitude of I and Q, and so the I and Q
amplitudes will require varying to provide

DQRM cancellation. Can this be done
automatically? Presumably some algorithm
can be derived which would allow the
characteristics of the wanted signal to be
determined and everything else rejected,
although how well this could be made to
work in real time is an interesting point.
Fig 5 is by no means the only possibility for
a DQRM rejecting receiver: it does allow
extra channels to be added in the DQRM
DSP to deal with multiple DQRM signals,
and even simultaneously with a local
plasma TV noise source!
Despite the efforts to educate and dissuade
the DQRM perpetrators, it does not appear
that the problem is likely to go away, and
quite probably will get worse – especially in
January 2015 when K1N appears on the
bands. However, a move to receiving
systems that can reject the DQRM could
well eventually see it start to disappear,
once the perpetrators realise that their
efforts are in vain. There will, of course,
always be those who misuse their technical
capability to find ways to still cause DQRM,
and for them the best answer IS the AntiRadiation Missile! [Ed: This is of course not
CDXC policy!]

References [1] Transceiver Architecture and Digital down Converter Design for a Long Distance,
low Power HF Ionospheric Link, C. Vilella, P. Bergadà, M. Deumal, J.L. Pijoan, R Aquilué, Proc.
10th IET Conference on Ionospheric Radio Systems and Techniques, July 2006, ISBN 0 86341 659
4/ 9780863416590.

Any changes to your CDXC membership details?
Have you, for example, changed your
x
x
x

Postal address?
E-mail address?
Telephone number?

With a bit of hassle we can usually track these down, but it takes time.
So please advise Secretary Tony, G4LDL, sec@cdxc.org.uk, of any such changes.
He will also advise you of any new passwords to access CMIS.
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A 40m beam comes to Norfolk
Chris Danby, G0DWV
G0DWV Background, first licensed in 1985.
For 22 years, I lived in a typical suburban
environment, the plot was 138ft long by
45ft wide, I was very lucky to have a 25m
lattice tower in the garden, planning was
done in the good old days, however I never
did stick to the 12m limit or retracted the
mast when not in use. It went up and down
so often, no one knew how tall it should be
or what should be on it in way of aerials.
There were lots of antennas over the years
an A4S, 5L mono bander for 10m, 6m, 2m,
70cms and 23cms ATV beams, it was
laughable that I had my first official
complaint in year 21. The complaint was
that I had guyed the tower, after explaining
to the council official that the fishing line
tying the bottom of the dipoles wasn’t
holding the mast up she left, case closed.
At this point we decided to move, but could
only afford to get some acres if we bought
a run down property in need of a lot of
work, luckily Fir Trees appeared within our
stretched budget and we were sorted. It’s a
1950’s jerry built bungalow, no real
heating, but a lovely over-grown setting
with 2 acres, the plot being surrounded by
tall trees then open fields in all directions.
The idea is to knock the place down and
rebuild from scratch, so you get the idea of
its condition. I’ve been lucky to pick up
some very cheap trailer towers, which are
almost hidden from outside the plot. If you
are a way off, you can see the antennas
peeping over the trees. As you can image,
having all this space my antenna farm has
become an obsession for maximum
performance for as little money as possible.
I’ve built fibreglass pole verticals for 160m,
a 4sq for 80m, 40m rotary dipole, acquired
a C31XR tri-bander (thanks Mike G3SED),
N1217 ex G3FPQ for 12m &17m along with
various dipoles between the trees. The
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results of my hard work so far have been
great, but as with all obsessions, you just
want more!
40m Beam
Around the end of August 2014 a post
appeared on the CDXC website sale/wanted
section from Neville, G3NUG for his M2
40M4L 40m Yagi. The advert read 4
element mono band beam for 40m, needs
refurbishment as is damaged, is part
assembled and is 7m long, so will need
collection, all for a donation to the CDXC
funds, or something very similar. I dropped
Neville an email and the deal was done.
Logistics of collection: Neville lives in
Leominster, almost into Wales and I live in
Norwich near the east coast. This was a
round trip of around 500 miles in my
Defender towing a trailer, I contacted
Neville and the date was set for collection.
Simon G7SOZ said he fancied coming along
and as I pasted his QTH on route it was
sorted. I’ve collected a lot of towers &
antennas over the years so had a plan, I
attached a two section ladder onto the
trailer so that the extended elements
would be supported on the journey home.
The collection day arrived, I set off at 5.45
am, picked up Simon at 7am, during our trip
we experienced sun, wind and torrential
rain, three and a half hours later we arrived
at Lower Withers Barns.
We were met by Neville and Trish in bright
sunshine, they kindly laid on some
refreshments with a plate of spaghetti
bolognaise. Neville then took us for a tour
of his shack and antenna farm all set in
beautiful grounds, a fantastic place.
Next we drove the trailer over to the
‘antenna graveyard’ as Neville put it to see
the beam. There were several bent/broken

pieces, but there didn’t seem to be much
wrong with it. Neville had left all the linear
loading parts assembled as these had been
tuned and set when it was in the air at
Felden, Herts. We noticed that all the
element tips were missing so then set
about looking in all the other piles of
antennas for the 8 missing parts. These
were soon found and the loading on to the
trailer was completed, taping the elements
together with insulation tape, then
strapped the bundles on to the ladder, in all
the antennas weighs 135lbs so had to be
well secured. See the picture of it loaded on
the trailer. We left Neville and Trish at
about 14.30 and I finally arrived home in
Norfolk at 20.00, a long day and 525 miles
later.
On the Sunday I was up early and started
dismantling the broken parts, looking at the
manual and noting what I would need to
get it back on the air. In transportation one
of the linear loading rods had fractured at
the shorting bar and fell apart when I tried
to remove the bolt holding it all together.
There were three pieces of tubing, two
1/8th inch diameter 11ft long phasing lines
and the length of linear rod required. As
with all such antenna builds or repairs,
telescopic tubing can be difficult to source,
luckily over the years I’ve collected scrap
antennas and was lucky enough to have all
but the 1/8 rod in hand. On the Monday I
visited the local aluminium merchant to be
told I would be lucky to get that 1/8 size off
the shelf and would have to order it,
delivery being two or three weeks, but they
had 3/16 in stock, so I took a chance and
bought 4x 12ft lengths of that, one spare
just in case any of the others broke.
The following weekend I set about
dismantling all the other element pieces
and making sure all the tube joints had
some conductive grease on them. Some
had been distorted from round and one
was impossible to get apart, friction welded
together. For these I drilled an extra hole
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and added a bolt to hopefully ensure
conductivity.
In speaking to Mark M0DXR I had
mentioned acquiring the antenna and he
asked if he could use my QTH for an entry
in the upcoming CQWW CW contest in a
couple of weeks’ time. As there wasn’t a lot
of time, he offered to come up and help
with assembly and installation the following
weekend.
During the week I set about making a tilt
plate as I didn’t think it would be very easy
to get it on the tower, the boom is 42ft long
and each element 46ft with limited space
on the ground where it was to be sited. As
the M2 40M4L was bigger than anything I
had installed before I altered the head unit
to accept a Prosistel rotator and 65mm
steel stub mast through the top bearing
with a 4m aluminium scaffold pole inside
that. All of this was too heavy for me to lift
and bolt on, so Steve G0KYA kindly came
over and helped get the modified head unit
assembly onto the tower. We also added
the boom in readiness for adding the
elements when finished.
On Saturday when Mark arrived, we
assembled each element and put them on
the boom, we also added the phasing lines
after putting the required Z bends in each.
Unfortunately we bent one incorrectly and
in trying to get it right, snapped it leaving it
6 inches short - lucky I bought the spare
length!
The main objective for the day was to get it
on the tower and raised into the air, as
there was still a full week before the
contest I assured Mark I would be fine
sorting the coax, balun and any adjustment
required. On the Sunday I added the balun
and coax and raised it to about 85ft above
ground, I checked the SWR with my
analyser and was pleased to see that the
sweep showed less than1:1.5 over most of
40M, with a great match at the CW end. I
went into the shack and connected it to the

756ProIII, it sounded quite lively but on
comparing it to the 40m rotary dipole,
there was little difference in signal
strength, in fact when I worked a few
stations they actually said I was stronger by
1-2 S points on the dipole. At this point my
heart sank, I had spent all this time and
effort and it wasn’t as good as what I
already had in the air. I told Mark the bad
news and he changed his plan of doing a
40m entry to an SOAB HP entry. During the
next five days, I luffed the tower over a
couple of times every day and checked all
the measurements again and again, I
removed the balun, checked continuity,
and changed the coax, all to no avail. Each
night I spent time on the internet trying to
find a solution and on Thursday evening I
found a post on the contest reflector from
Clive GM3POI mentioning the weak link in
this antenna, the linear loading. Mark called
to see if all was OK for him arriving on the
next afternoon and I told him it wasn’t
working at all well, but I was going to have
a last ditch attempt fixing it Friday
afternoon, as I now knew what was wrong.
The linear loading has small screws and
bolts holding the rods into the shorting
bars, but as I tried to loosen them they
wouldn’t move or sheared off, things were
getting fraught. I had checked continuity on
all of these before, but on checking again
there appeared to be some issues. As a last
resort, I took a hammer and nudged each
shorting bar in turn, moving the bars ½ inch
and then back again. Checking continuity it
appeared to be more consistent, to be sure
I checked all the dimensions again. It was
just about getting dark, so I raised the
tower and finished tying off all the

temporary guys. It will either work now or it
won’t, I thought.
I went into the shack and checked on a
couple of stations, comparing it to the
rotary dipole, I couldn’t believe my
ears/eyes, bingo, the big M2 40M4L had
burst into life and was giving 2, 3 and
sometime 4 S units more than the dipole.
When Mark arrived a short time later I
broke the good news, we spent a while
doing on air tests and we were both very
impressed, I’d fixed it 6 hours before the
contest start!
So how did the contest go and how did the
big M2 40M4L perform, I’ll leave Mark to
tell you all about that in the next Digest,
suffice to say it made a big contribution to
his final score.
I would like to thank Neville G3NUG for the
antenna, Steve G0KYA and Mark M0DXR for
help with the installation.

Note from Neville G3NUG
I’m delighted that my 40m beam found a
good home. It had been sitting in the
antenna graveyard here for over 10 years.
Congratulations to Chris on getting it up in
the air and working, it is a monster!
My favourite report using the beam was
from Singapore when I got a report along
the lines “You’re louder than the BBC just
down the band”. The beam performed
extremely well and I managed to work most
active DXCC entities from my former home.
The picture on the colour pages shows the
result of the major storm in 2002. It didn’t
work well as an antenna for moon-bounce!
Thanks to Chris for his donation to CDXC.
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It’s a SCAM
(… or how I managed to get it up further! An antenna raising story)
Tony Bettley, G4LDL
Now some of you may have jumped to the
wrong conclusion from the above title.
However, let me say in my defence that
many years ago when I first joined an
electricity company to work on rural
electrification, one of the files I was given
was a set of “Linesman’s Erection Charts”!
And they were just that. So there is no
double meaning in the title as it merely
refers to my beam antenna.
Back in the days before I saw the light of HF
I had 2m and 70cm aerials on a scaffold
pole arrangement which managed to get
both aerials just above the ridge of my twostorey house roof. Having tasted HF and
finding a G5RV was not all that good, the
VHF/UHF aerials were replaced by a TH3 Jnr
3 element Tribander. That worked OK for
many years with the facility to get it just
above the ridge or tucked in hiding behind
it. But the day came when this arrangement
was looking decidedly ropey so, with the
decision also being taken to redo a large
patio at the rear of the house, the
opportunity was taken to review things.
I had obtained a ground mounted 30ft
Tennamast copy a while ago and this
seemed a do-able solution. Along with the
patio work, a concrete base was laid in
anticipation of a mast base. Annoyingly,
this was at the time of the YJ0X DXpedition
and I was limited to a vertical antenna but
no beam.
Then one evening at the Radio Club an
acquaintance from many years ago walked
in an asked me if anyone would be
interested in a SCAM 12 (40ft) mast
mounted on a trailer at a very reasonable
price. Once I had reattached his hand I said
I would enquire further and get back to
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him. It fell to me to view said object on
behalf of the Club and having done that
decided that the trailer was not up to much
and the Club decided they did not have
much use for a SCAM 12 without a trailer.
By now - a bit slow I know - it was
beginning to dawn on me that it might be
useable at the G4LDL QTH. It was time for
some research as I didn’t really know much
about Self Contained Army Masts (SCAM).
My initial vision was to pump the thing up
then simply raise and lower it
pneumatically as and when required and
eventually to build a set up that could be
operated from the shack.
Not so simple! Whilst SCAM masts are very
good if the internal seals are in good
condition, when they sway in the wind it
can cause slight leakage which causes the
thing gradually to retract. I could not afford
to let this happen as that could dump my
beam right on the roof.
A further study of the manual – yes I am an
RTFM man – revealed that the correct way
to use a SCAM is to lock all the sections
except the top one then pump away until
that section is up, then lock that one,
unlock the next one down and so on. That
is done until the required height is achieved
- up to a maximum of 40ft in my case.
So this looks useful. I now have a concrete
base on which to mount it, but what do I
mount it on? Well the simple trailer that it
was attached to had an angle iron structure
for mounting it and it seemed feasible to
cut this off the trailer and bolt it to the new
base. That left one or two issues to be
resolved first - such as getting an 88kg lump
of metal off a trailer and then getting it into
position in front of the new base. A cry for

help at the local club solicited some muscle
and the 88kg was lifted into place
successfully.
Now I have a 12m mast mounted about 9”
away from the wall of the house. The SCAM
came with the proper manual pump and
fittings so now was the time to see exactly
what it would do. Well, about 30 minutes
and a lot of work later the top is at 40ft but
with no sections locked as yet. The pump
was removed and the mast left to see what
would happen. About 30 minutes later it
had come down by more than one section
so there would appear to be seal issues.
Solution? Pump each section up one at a
time then lock ‘em off.
However, with the FT4TA DXpedition and
CQWW SSB looming it was becoming
urgent to get the beam back up and this
was achieved by getting the rotator and the
boom on and then pumping up enough to
mount the driven element vertically on the
boom. All this is, of course, done atop a
ladder.
Fortunately the back part of the roof is
fairly shallow so the remaining beam
elements were fitted by pumping up above
roof height and standing on the roof to
mount them. With lots of other bits to do it
was a rush but I was all done by midafternoon on the Friday of CQWW SSB
weekend with an antenna that I could get
up to 40ft.
The increased height seemed to be
beneficial as I had a good weekend on 15m
SOAB unassisted.

So what now! Well I don’t normally leave
the beam at 40ft. It might generate some
awkward questions (planning permission
etc.). So my normal practice is to lower it
until it just peeps above the ridge - or even
lower, almost right onto the roof, if it looks
like being really windy.
It is still a voyage of discovery for me as the
sections don’t always come down as easily
as expected when unlocked and the air
pressure, if any left, is released.
And there is a problem looming in the
future! When sections are down and
therefore telescoped inside another
section, water can build up in between.
One finds this out when pumping up
because a section sometimes sticks and
then raises the last couple of feet with a
bang – and out comes a load of water. You
quickly learn not to stand too near when
pumping up! In the winter a lot of the time
the aerial will be in a lowered position thus
allowing water to build up in between
sections. The worry is if it is really cold for
some while; I mean below freezing; is there
a risk of that water freezing and splitting
the mast when it thaws. I do hope not.
Over the next few months I hope to find
the best way of utilising the SCAM to
advantage and to learn all the issues and
problems and during this time work some
juicy DX!
A progress report will be given in a later
Digest.

Club Log Corner – The Great Club Log Mapping Review
Alan Jubb, 5B4AHJ
In this article, I want to peek behind the scenes at some of the work that has been going on
over the last few months to review the Club Log mapping database.
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I mentioned in my article in the November
Digest that I had been researching amateur
radio callsign history for Club Log for more
than five years. Part of that work was the
distillation of information from all the DX
News Sheets into DXCC mapping
information. That was a lengthy
undertaking, completed May 2014. I had
always promised myself that when that task
was completed, I would undertake a review
of all the work to date.
Setting the scene
In the early days of Club Log and the
associated research the following was true:
x Club log exceptions and prefixes applied
for all dates; there was no way to add
date bounds.
x There was no historical prefix mapping –
only current prefixes were mapped,
irrespective of QSO dates.
x Club Log mapped QSOs to the entity
that a user claimed, rather than what
Club Log determined it should be.
x The Club Log QSO database was very
sparse, as Club Log didn’t have many
users.
x The tools to inspect the QSO database
were somewhat limited.
x The CDXC DX Archive didn’t exist, so DX
News Sheets, in the form of original
paper copies, had to be gone through
manually. There was no way to search
the 1800 or so issues for instances of a
given callsign
x My experience of doing this sort of work
was rather limited (read “nonexistent”!)
x There was no facility to record
information, in the form of notes,
against individual callsigns.
x My internet access was via a shared
(with 5B4AJT and a local SWL) 512 kb/s
satellite connection (!) which made
database updates tediously slow.
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First steps
Having taken the decision to add history to
Club Log’s mapping functionality, a large
mountain lay ahead to map all QSOs from
1945 to date accurately – the pressure was
on! Early work (for 2-3 years, probably) was
primarily spent responding to errors in
users’ error reports – errors that were
mostly caused by Club Log’s limited
mapping capability at the time - and to
update the mapping database, after doing
the necessary research. Thus:
x Unbounded exceptions were added by
the score
x Historical prefixes were added, as fast
as they could be found, but without
dates.
x The number of users was growing, so, in
spite of all the work, little impact was
being made on the daily total error
count from users.
x Mapping decisions were being made on
the basis of sparse data and limited
experience
Things get better
As well as all the work that was going on
with DXCC mapping, Michael, G7VJR was
also beavering away, updating the
functionality of Club Log to support the
work on DXCC mapping:
x The ability to add date bounds to
exceptions was added.
x A little later, the ability to add date
bounds to prefixes was added.
x Database inspection tools were added
for Club Log administrators, in particular
the “Prefix Tester”, which is effectively a
global Log Inspector, and is by far and
away the most powerful and useful tool
of all.
x The ability to add notes to a callsign was
added.
x A little later, the ability to add images to
the notes was added.

Also:
x Collaboration with Jim Reisert, AD1C
began, more of that later.
x The CDXC DX Archive came on stream, a
real boon, that made it possible to
search the whole set of DXNS for
information on a specific callsign.
x Experience was being gained.
x The QSO database was growing.
x More internet resources were being
found.
x My internet connection was upgraded
to an adequate level.
A dilemma
Given the above progress, it was necessary
to decide whether to revisit all the
exceptions and prefixes that had already
been added, or to press on regardless.
The decision was taken to press on
regardless, and to only add dates to existing
exceptions where there would be an
immediate benefit to the improvement of
mapping accuracy. As a simple example, if
an exception existed for ZK1xxx for North
Cooks, and no evidence had been found
that ZK1xxx had operated from South
Cooks, no date would be added (at that
time) to the North Cook exception. On the
other hand, if ZK1xxx had operated from
both entities, one or more dates would be
added.
Similarly for prefixes - if a prefix had
changed entity at some point (e.g. 3B was
allocated to Canada prior to being allocated
to Mauritius) a date would be added, and if
not no date would be added (at that time).
This approach was not taken through
laziness, but by the need to focus on
improving mapping accuracy by applying
resource to researching so far untouched
areas.
However, from that point on, dates were
added to all new exceptions and prefixes.
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A glimmer at the end of the tunnel
Eventually, the size of user error reports
started to drop away somewhat. The big
day came when Club Log switched from
mapping QSOs to a user’s claimed entity to
mapping to the entity determined by Club
Log.
More time became available for research –
less and less time was being spent reacting
to user error reports, more time was being
spent proactively undertaking research. In
fact, eventually, the user error reports were
no longer looked at by the Club Log team,
we depended (and still do) on users
flagging up problems. Responding to
mapping problems flagged up by users
today accounts for probably less than 5% of
the total time spent on mapping research
Collaboration with Jim, AD1C
Jim Reisert, AD1C will be well known to
most CDXC members. Jim produces the
country files for most, if not all, contest
loggers and for the DX Cluster network.
These country files don’t need any history,
just mapping for current stations. More
importantly, however, Jim produces the
country file for DX4WIN, which requires the
same history as Club Log.
Jim and I began swapping information
around September, 2009. It wasn’t long
before Jim gave me access to his database.
It was agreed that I would not copy his
database. It was a useful reference tool, but
I preferred to research each callsign from
scratch. Discrepancies were discussed as
and when they were found, sometimes to
the benefit of Club Log, and sometimes to
the benefit of DX4WIN.
Jim also has a database of DX cluster spots,
which he is able to interrogate, and also has
scripts that flag up callsigns in DX spots that
may need exceptions, and another that
generates a weekly report on changes to
the FCC database.

The Great Club Log Mapping Review
Well, that’s set the scene; I hope it’s not
too long-winded!

With over 3,600 prefixes and 16,000
exceptions, this review was obviously going
to be a major undertaking.

As I said at the beginning of the article, I
planned a major review of the mapping
work to date, once I had finished going
through DXNS issue by issue. Why? It
should be evident from the above that, at
that time (May 2014):

In June 2014 I mentioned to Jim, AD1C that
I was going to undertake this review, which
he must have thought was a good idea, as
he immediately downloaded Club Log’s
cty.xml and wrote a tool to report the
differences between Club Log and
DX4WIN’s mapping databases.

x Many unbounded exceptions existed in
the database. Although the lack of dates
didn’t generally impact mapping
accuracy, these needed dates, partly to
record history, and partly to expose
errors in users’ logs.
x A number of old exceptions were no
longer necessary, as they had been
superseded by prefixes.
x Some prefixes were no longer
necessary, for example if it turned out
that they only applied to a single
callsign, which would be better dealt
with by an exception, e.g. in the case of
some USSR special event stations.
x Many prefixes needed dates, e.g. all the
old pre-independence prefixes needed
end dates, again partly to record
history, and partly to expose errors in
users’ logs.
x Many more resources were available
which could be checked for additional
information on existing exceptions and
prefixes.
x Many of the early exceptions required
explanatory notes and images adding.
x Much experience had been gained,
particularly in spotting date errors,
which may have impacted earlier
mapping decisions.
x There is vastly more data in the QSO
database, which, at the time of writing,
contains over 270 million QSOs. This
amount of data enables much more
accurate exception dates to be set.
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Jim’s tool has inevitably exposed many
differences between the two databases,
ranging from typos in callsigns, date
differences in exceptions and prefixes,
missing exceptions in one or other of the
two databases, unnecessary exceptions,
prefix mapping differences, and so on.
Each of these differences has to be
analysed and researched, and the
appropriate database updated (often both).
Finally
This has been an intense period of not
particularly interesting work, but has been
to the great benefit of both Club Log and
DX4WIN. The work is far from complete,
and we haven’t even started on zone
mapping yet! To give some idea of the scale
of interaction between Jim and myself, in
the six months from July-December, 2014
we have had approximately1,500 email
threads, most of which contain 3 or 4 or
more emails, so probably around 5,0006,000 emails have been exchanged in the
six-month period.
I’d like to thank Jim, AD1C for everything
that has come out of what is now a five and
a half year collaboration, which I hope he
has found as beneficial to DX4WIN as I have
for Club Log.
In the next article I plan to discuss the role
of software mapping rules in Club Log.

The CDXC Digital Diary
Roger Cooke, G3LDI
Spring
In the spring a young amateur’s fancy
lightly turns to thoughts of antenna work.
I am writing this on Valentine’s Day so
please excuse the paraphrasing of Lord
Tennyson. However, the winter is nearly
behind us, and although I am not a young
amateur any more, my thought processes
seem to remain the same. It’s strange that
attitudes of others change however, and I
seem to be the target of age related jokes
now, more so than I used to be. I suppose
that is to be expected with the passage of
time. The number of solar cycles that I
might experience now is a maximum of
two, if I am very lucky, but most of us still
plod on regardless.
Antennas are the most important part of
the hobby when it comes to obtaining
results on the air, so with any luck this year
will see some improvements here and I
hope you are also making plans to do the
same. You can run a huge linear into a
mediocre antenna and work diddly-squat,
but a well-engineered station running 100w
with a good antenna can beat that, so take
advantage of the better weather coming
up!
K1N
Before the expedition started I was unsure
whether to make multiple QSOs or not.
Knowing that it is very rare and unlikely to
appear again in my lifetime, I finally
decided to adopt a considered pragmatic
approach. Ideally, I wanted to work him on
RTTY and CW, and especially on 160m. I
ended up working him on all bands CW,
one RTTY and two SSB contacts. Being
essentially a CW operator, I couldn’t resist
joining the pile-up on each band. Top Band
was a tough cookie. It took me three
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mornings of early rising at 4.30 a.m. and
even then the pile-up was so enormous it
seemed futile for a couple of days. One
morning all I heard was a few dots in the
noise. However I finally made it at 0600 one
morning,
RTTY is supposed to be the “gentleman’s”
mode. Well, I didn’t notice too many good
manners on that mode either. On SSB and
CW it might be forgivable to say that some
of our Eastern European amateurs have a
language problem, although even on those
modes, the alphabet in general is just about
the same as ours. However, on RTTY the
call is actually PRINTED on the screen, so
how come all the constant callers mistake
that? Is it that they cannot read as well as
cannot hear? No, it is just exceedingly bad
operating and bad manners. I know this is a
hackneyed subject, and we perpetrate it for
our own expression of annoyance, but if we
all adopted that code of conduct, K1N could
have made nearly double the amount of
QSOs that they did make.
We really have to all act en bloc and sort
this out or DXpeditions will degenerate
even further into a trough of vilification
from those amateurs that are not
interested in DX or DXpeditions and will
become somewhat of a laughing stock.
They already receive much criticism about
the use of 5nn and the lack of sending
regular call identification, plus a spreading
of the pileup, sometimes occupying almost
half of the band.
I took a listen to the pileup when I was
trying to work him on RTTY. The same
attitude now applies to that mode. Even
when K1N asks for G3L?? the pack
descends with the usual IK4s, YOs, DLs, SPs,
RAs, and so on, all calling continuously,
including when K1N does have the correct

call and is trying to complete the QSO. To
his credit, he did stay with the call,
sometimes taking five or six attempts,
including G9ZZZ ONLY. The pack still called
until they realised that he meant what he
said. This is such a disgusting way to
operate and it achieves only a wasting of
the DXpedition’s time when he could have
worked several other stations. It also
increases the need to expand the pileup,
again aggravating other users of the band.
When operating in the pileup, I wonder
how many stations actually check their
frequency. Not many I suspect. The way
that most operate is to slide to the top of
the pileup hoping that it will be clearer
there.
The Answer?
There IS no specific answer to this of course
and it has degenerated now to the point
where personal insults and four-letter word
expletives abound on the DX-pedition’s
frequency so having guests, including
children, in the shack is not nice. It makes
the whole ethos questionable. Amateur
radio has now diminished to the low levels
of standards and reputation that CB radio
used to have.
We really need an internationally
acceptable standard of operating, agreed
by all radio societies in every country that
allows amateur radio, such that calls can be
reported and some disciplinary action be
taken against any amateur who fouls that
Code of Conduct. Confiscation of the
equipment, rescinding of the licence should
be an acceptable way of dealing with these
perpetrators of bad behaviour.
Right, I will put away my soapbox now,
calm down dear and take a chill pill.
Comments welcome! Flak jacket on!
BARTG RTTY SPRINT
I hope you managed to participate in the
Sprint. Knowing that there is no single band
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section, I decided to so one anyway! So, I
ended up on 15 metres, knowing that the
band would not be open at night so I could
get a full night’s sleep! I managed 21 areas,
59 DXCC entities and 6 continents. My total
QSO number was 353, making a grand total
of 168,960 points, which I was happy with
for a single band entry. Propagation was
not too bad at all, although there was a
distinct lack of VE provinces. I had a nice
run to JA on the Sunday morning and
although I took time out for meals and
chores, I did spend a fair amount of time
operating this time.
The next event BARTG wise is, of course…..
BARTG 75 Baud Sprint.
This takes place on Sunday, April 26th from
1700 until 2100z.
It’s only a four hour event, but it can get
really hectic. The full set of rules for the 75
Baud Sprint can be found here:
http://s3.spanglefish.com/s/7850/documen
ts/contests/sprint75/rules/current/bartg%2
0sprint%2075%20rules.pdf
I would emphasise the exchange here. I do
this each year, but there are always some
that totally ignore it. Do NOT send RST. It is
not needed!
PLEASE send a THREE figure serial number
starting 001. Please send the serial number
3 times too, because it is very easy to miss
it in the QRM. If asked for a repeat, do NOT
just come back with “ 1 “ or similar. That is
easily missed as well. 75 Baud is fast, and
although exchanges can be quick, you can
be too quick. It pays to precede the actual
number with “ NR “ and then the number,
e.g. 001 001 001. This will ensure a first
time exchange.
There is one more important rule change to
remember from the March HF contest
onwards. Our Contest Manager Simone
M0BOX has posted this on the RTTY
reflector, but it’s worth repeating here:

“As you know I have taken the role of
Contest Manager for BARTG and have been
working on the January and March Test
entries extracting them from emails. I have
had a lot of work to rejig a lot of these
entries to get our software to accept and
process them successfully. Finally I have
been able to do so and whilst these results
are not quite ready for public consumption
they have provided the necessary
information to update our EXPERTS
category list for 2015. This is now available
on the BARTG web site.
Now we have the robot entry system in
place, it will present me, and the
adjudication software, with files that will
work. You should pay particular attention
to any warnings the robot gives you,
resolve these issues and resubmit your log.
These warnings are there for a reason, I
won't give any leeway to a log that has
warnings posted but not actioned.
From March HF Contest onwards, the entry
window for all BARTG contests will be
reduced from 30 days to 7 days. There will
be a period of 21 days in which I will run
the logs through adjudication and email
entrants with any queries that are raised.
Final adjudication will then take place after
the expiration of the 21 days query
window. Logs submitted after entries close
may be accepted, but the entrant will need
to email me to advise me of their late
submission as I will not otherwise
redownload logs from the robot after the 7
day period has elapsed. I am doing this to
provide a more rapid results service to our
customers.
This applies to every BARTG contest. It will
enable our Contest Manager, Simone
M0BOX to produce results very much
quicker. Upload your log to:
http://bartg.rsgbcc.org/cgi-bin/hfenter.pl
e-mail submission is no longer accepted.

Bandplans
In the heat of a major contest, bandplans
are liable to be ignored. BARTG have long
made it a policy to state that all participants
should be aware of bandplans, and stay
away from other parts of the band. This
includes the beacon frequencies, PSK, QRP
CW, other data mode areas, infringements
into the CW and SSB segments, and also
now the new modes that are not quite as
apparent. These include the JT modes. As
the JT modes deal with very weak signals,
such that sometimes they might be subaudible to a normal human, we should be
aware of them and make provision to avoid
them if possible. This was posted on the
RTTY reflector by Joe Subich W4TV:
“ While band plans may be "difficult to
follow" during a contest, they are no less
important during a contest than during
"normal" operations. Band plans (or
'centres of activity') impose a higher
standard of care on all operators to make
sure they understand the characteristics of
the modes likely to be found on those
frequencies and assure that one does not
simply transmit over the "noise" that may
be legitimate users there. Unlike the
WINSTINK/CRAPTOR crowd, contest
operators have ears and [supposedly] know
how to use them. Learn the "centres of
activity" and how to recognize other
modes/other users and avoid them just as
[most of] you would avoid QRMing another
contester, setting up shop on top of the
NCDXF beacons, or knowingly call CQ TEST
on over existing users. In other words, treat
the other modes/centres of activity as the
legitimate users they are - not as some
"noise" to be ignored. “
I don’t operate the JT modes myself, but
could be trying them at some stage I guess.
In order to have an idea of where they are,
this email came from Thomas F. Giella
W4HM:
The JT digital modes JT65A and JT9 are FEC
and amazing as far as getting through QRM,
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QRN and poor radio wave propagation
conditions. But they are strictly DX modes
as their design by Joe Taylor W1JT was
originally for MS and EME and adapted for
160-6 meters.
I first began working JT65A on April 19,
2010 and via LOTW have worked 78 DXCC
entities and confirmed 72. I began
operating JT9 on November 18, 2012 and
have 55 DXCC entities worked and 50
confirmed.
The two modes are operated at 1838, 3576,
5357, 7076, 10138, 14076, 18102, 21076,
24918, 28076 and 50276 kHz +/- 1 kHz. So,
now we know!
I would like to hear from those of you that
do operate the JT modes and hear from you
what problems you may have had in
respect of QRM. Please email me.
Whilst this may be difficult to do in
practice, it is all part of being an adherent
to the Code of Conduct and it is imperative
that we all try to improve in that respect if
we want the standards that we expect.
Other data modes.
The above leads me to the email I received
from Evan Duffield, M0TJU. Evan

commented on the use of digital modes
especially relating to the Piccolo modes and
his preference to MFSK16. There has been
little uptake with any of these modes, but I
suspect there may be some that are very
interested and don’t shout too much about
it! I did suggest that Evan start an activity
evening, but I have not heard back from
him as yet with any suggested times and
frequencies. Please let me know if you
decide to do anything about it Evan.
The next month I saw the email from Guy
G4DWV/4X1LT. By the way Guy, you are
going to cause some confusion if you take
part in contests, because here in Norwich
we have Chris G0DWV who is a very keen
contester and I can see problems with
logging, especially when reliance is put on
the Check window! I remember the
problems I had when I came back to
contesting after a few years concentrating
on packet radio. I had two ghosts haunting
me, G3WDI and G3TDI!!!
I look forward to having some reports on
your data activities.
See you on the Green Keys.
73 de Roger, G3LDI

IOTA NEWS
Roger Balister, G3KMA, RSGB IOTA Manager
UPDATE OF DATA IN IOTA DIRECTORY (MAY 2014 EDITION)
Operations which have provided
acceptable validation material
AF-060: C5/M1KTA/P Bijol Islands (March
2014)

OC-157: YB4IR/8 Banda Neira Island, Banda
Islands (December 2014)

AS-201: TC0MI Marmara Island, Sea of
Marmara Islands (October 2014)

OC-171: VK4EI/P Dunk Island (December
2014)

OC-132: V6T Woleai Atoll (February 2014)
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OC-157: YB8RW/8 Banda Neira Island,
Banda Islands (December 2014)

OC-172: VK4EI/P Hope Island (December
2014)
OC-187: VK4EI/P Eagle and Lizard Islands
(November 2014)
OC-224: YB4IR/8 Yamdena Island, Tanimbar
Islands (December 2014)
OC-224: YB8RW/8 Yamdena Island,
Tanimbar Islands (December 2014)
OC-236: YB8RW/P Mantehage Island
(January 2015)
OC-236: YB8RXA/P Mantehage Island
(January 2015)

OC-247: YB3MM/8 Kapoposangbali,
Poleonro, Sailus Besar and Satanger,
Tengah Islands (January 2015)
This list can include operations where
validation material was volunteered, i.e.
not specifically required for credit to be
given. In all cases, cards now submitted will
be accepted by Checkpoints if they meet
normal standards. This means that the
island name should be printed on the card.
Best regards
Roger
E-mail: g3kma@dsl.pipex.com
20 February 2015

Editorial Policy:
The views expressed in the Digest are those of the respective authors and may or may
not represent CDXC policy.
Copyright:
Unless explicitly stated, all material in the Digest is the copyright of the respective
author or photographer. They shall not be reproduced in part or in whole without the
author’s or photographer’s prior written permission. The Editor is happy to assist in
seeking permission to reproduce articles for bona fide reasons.

On Friday 20 March 2015 a partial solar eclipse will be visible from the UK. The path of
totality will pass north of the UK, but we’ll experience up to 89% totality (depending on
where you live).
As part of British Science Week, the Radio Society of Great Britain has prepared a simple
experiment using a portable medium wave radio and we’re encouraging schools to get
involved. The results will be shared with the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory and will
also be published in RadCom.
If you are a radio amateur, short wave listener or have more advanced equipment, we
have also offered ways in which you could take the experiment further.
You’ll find more information and a pdf outline of the experiment on the RSGB website:
www.rsgb.org/eclipse-2015
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E-mails to the Editor
From: John Barber GW4SKA
The 'scientific study of working uniques'
made interesting reading. It was obvious
from the start that the authors are in
favour of leader boards!
There is one big problem with the analysis
and conclusions drawn which needs to be
highlighted. All Time New Ones were
introduced at the beginning of the article
and again cited in the conclusion.
There is no necessary correlation between
ATNOs and uniques. Many of the uniques

may not have made the contact for any
reason other than the fun of working some
DX. Equally many who needed a contact for
an ATNO may have worked the station
more than once and not show as 'unique'.
With my birdwatching hat on, I can say that
the 'rare bird and twitchers' analogy is
nonsense. Working that rare DX station for
the nth time stops someone else making
contact; a rare bird can be seen by 1 or
1,000 watchers at the same time!
It is still entirely logical to suggest that
leader boards encourage unnecessary
contacts, leaving less opportunity for those
needing that ATNO. I hope that this study
does not encourage any group to use
leader boards in future.
G3SXW and ZL2iFB respond:
John - you assert the belief that ‘leader
boards encourage unnecessary contacts’.
But you provide no supporting evidence, so
that remains mere conjecture. Individual
DXers determine their own ‘need’ of

contacts and, in practice, DXers evidently
‘need’ about the same number of contacts
with a DXpedition regardless of whether or
not the leader board is used.
While we intuitively believe Uniques and
ATNOs to be correlated, that too is just an
assumption at this point. We analysed
Uniques because of the availability of valid
data. Furthermore, although it seems to be
the fashion for DXpeditions to emphasize
working ATNOs as a policy matter, in
practice they can only readily tell whether
callers have or have not been worked
already in their own log. DXpeditioners
have no way to tell whether first-time
callers are indeed trying to work ATNOs, or
have worked the same place previously.
They can, however, resist duplicate
contacts if they choose to.
Given the dearth of Information about
ATNOs, we note that Club Log publishes
‘impact’ data for recent DXpeditions. A
follow-up article might be in order when we
have sufficient ATNO data to analyse. But
there will always be significant gaps in Club
Log data for other than recent DXpeditions.
Meanwhile, are there any data supporting
the assertion that ‘leader boards encourage
unnecessary contacts’? Based on the data
and the analysis presented in our article,
we stand by our counterintuitive
conclusion: leader boards have little if any
effect on the proportion of Uniques
worked.

Please send e-mails to the Editor to ed@cdxc.org.uk
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K3 Series Transceiver

2015 - Time to Upgrade
Time to Invest in Elecraft!
tN N 8 8

NEW, HOTTER K3!

We are now shipping K3s with the new KSYNTHA, a major
upgrade for both transmit and receive. Dynamic range at
2kHz is 105dBm at narrowest filter setting, and at least 10 15dB phase noise improvement. And now potential for great
LF-band performance (100 - 500kHz). Existing K3 owners can
easily upgrade by purchasing the KSYNTHA.
When you buy a K3 the journey has only just begun. You get a top performance transceiver that is becoming the favourite
for DXpeditions and contests. It has a performance that would cost much more with some other brands, and you are in
good company. The data modes can be run entirely without a PC. You can add a completely separate receiver, and get the
P3 Panadaptor. Add an internal 10:1 VSWR ATU and sit it beside the 500W PA. Plus more to come!

K3/100-F Built £2099.95 K3/100-K Kit £1999.95

KPA500 Linear 500W 160-6m
A 500-watt solid-state amp that’s so well integrated, you’ll think its reading
your mind. The KPA-500 features 160-6m coverage, instant RF based band
switching with any radio, alphanumeric status display, bright LED bar graphs,
and a rugged, built-in linear supply. The amp’s manual band switches can also
be used to change bands on the K3. Also the K3 can even select per-band amplifier drive levels automatically when the amp is placed into operate mode, so you’ll rarely need to adjust power output. But
the KPA-500 is not just limited to use with the K3 – It is fully compatible with most radios. The KPA comes with a 230V AC
built-n PSU. Time for a change!

KPA500-F Built £2199.95 KPA500-K Kit £1999.95

KX3 160-6m 100mW to 12W
Single-Man DXpedition
with this All-Mode radio

2m and 4m
transverters and
PX3 Panoramic
Adaptor available.

The best receiver (unless
you spend several £1000
more! A great investment.
KX3-F Built £959 KX3-K Kit £899

www.wsplc.com
Orderline: 01702 206835
Waters & Stanton, Spa House, 22 Main Road, Hockley, Essex, SS5 4QS.
W&S @ Jaycee, 20 Woodside Way, Glenrothes, Fife, KY7 5DF

%HZLWQHVVWRWKHHYROXWLRQRI.(1:22' VSULGH
DQGMR\WKH766+)WUDQVFHLYHUSXVKLQJSHUIRUPDQFH
DQGWHFKQRORJ\WRLWVXWPRVWOLPLW
ZLWKWKHUHFHLYHUFRQILJXUHGWRFDSLWDOL]HRQURRILQJILOWHUSHUIRUPDQFH
DQG,)$*&FRQWUROOHGWKURXJKDGYDQFHG'63WHFKQRORJ\
(QWHUWKH766*$QHZJHQHUDWLRQRIKLJKSHUIRUPDQFHWUDQVFHLYHU
ZLWKWKHW\SHRIKLJKOHYHOUHVSRQVHWRPHHW'; HUVQHHGV

$3URYHQ3HGLJUHHLQ3HUIRUPDQFH
7KH76 6*
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+LJKO\UHOLDEOH7;RXWSXWVKLJKTXDOLW\7;VLJQDO

3ULHVWOH\:D\/RQGRQ1:%$8QLWHG.LQJGRP

1HZ6SOLWIXQFWLRQ 766VW\OH HQDEOLQJTXLFNFRQILJXUDWLRQDGGHG
 LQDGGLWLRQWRH[LVWLQJ6SOLWVHWWLQJ
7UDQVFHLYHUHTXDOL]HUFRQILJXUDEOHE\PRGH

1HZPRUVHFRGHGHFRGHU6FUROOGLVSOD\RQVHJPHQWGLVSOD\XQLW&KDUDFWHUV
VKRZQLQGHGLFDWHGZLQGRZRQ$5&3*

08/7,&+NQRE ZLWKSXVKVZLWFK DQG5,7 ;,7&/NH\DOVRFRQILJXUDEOH
 LQDGGLWLRQWRH[LVWLQJ3)$DQG3)%SURJUDPPDEOHIXQFWLRQV

),/$ %FRQILJXUDEOHLQGHSHQGHQWO\ZLWK9)2$ % FRQYHQLHQWGXULQJ
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www.kenwoodcommunications.co.uk

FT DX 3000D
HF/50MHz Base Transceiver

The impressive full-colour TFT display in the FTDX3000D not only looks
superb but enables both new and experienced operators to easily access
all the transceivers outstanding features and functions, therefore ensuring
they achieve the superior level of perfomance the FTDX3000D offers.
Our current range of HF transceivers are the result of over 50 years of
research, development and dedication to the amateur radio hobby, which
we continue to support and invest in.
All our new transceivers have a 2 year warranty* and are fully supported
by our authorised dealers and our Yaesu UK Service Centre.
*Terms and conditions apply.

See website for details.

Passionate about our hobby since 1956
www.yaesu.co.uk

Due to massive expansion we have now moved, lock stock & barrel, to Staines.
Come and visit our new Superstore at Wessex House, Drake Avenue, Staines, Middlesex TW18 2AP.
CONTACT US
Martin Lynch & Sons Ltd.
Wessex House, Drake Avenue
Staines, Middlesex TW18 2AP
Web: www.hamradio.co.uk
E-mail: sales@hamradio.co.uk

OPENING HOURS
Mon - Fri: 9.00am to 5.30pm
Sat: 9.30am to 4.30pm

Tel: 0345 2300 599
Int’. No: +44 345 2300 599

FRIENDLY HELPFUL ADVICE
We pride ourselves on our
customer service. We believe
that it has been instrumental
in making us the number one
choice for thousands of loyal
customers.

SAFE ONLINE SHOPPING
Shopping online with ML&S is safe
and secure. E&OE

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER AND
FACEBOOK

HamRadioUK

The Only Way is Wessex

S

o we’ve moved. After ten years in Chertsey
we were bursting at the seams and couldn’t
get any more stock inside if we tried. Ditto
staff. Bar “bunk-desks” (if there is such a thing),
there was nowhere for anyone else to go. Worse
than that, they are knocking
the building down later this year!
This is our 25th year of serving Radio Hams
throughout the world. It’s thanks to all the continual
support we get from loyal customers that we’ve
gr
grown
to be probably the largest dedicated Ham
R
Radio
store in Europe – literally.
Ta
Tapping
this out from my new little ofﬁce (I’ve got
us to having the smallest ofﬁce in the building
used
ov the years), I can still hear tradesmen banging
over
aw still painting, electricians still wiring and even
away,
pl
plumbers
ﬁnishing off in our new Superstore.
A the stock is ﬁnally at our new “home” here in
All
S
Staines
upon Thames and whilst the tradesman aren’t
q
quite
ﬁnished, they certainly should be by the time
y read this. Mail order is working at 100% and we
you
a still ﬁlling up our massive showroom. It’s been an
are
u
unbelievably
hard slog, think of moving house then
m
magnify
it at least ten times. Will I be moving again? I
v
very
much doubt it.
S a BIG thank you to all my customers and suppliers
So
f and wide for helping to get ML&S this far. We are
far
certainly looking forward to the next 25 years. I’ll be in
my eighties by then so you might not see me quite as
often as you do now! Do pop in and see us and say
hello, remember we are just across the road from the
mainline Staines railway and Junction 13 of the M25.
Best 73
Martin G4HKS & the team.
Finally, thanks to all my staff for helping with the
move, setting up all over again and working through
general mayhem throughout the exercise. What a
team! If you want to join us as a part timer and live
locally, pop in for an informal chat.

The UK’s
s B
Biggest
iggestt H
Ham
am R
Radio
a
Dealer
Has Moved and is OPEN for Business
ML&S Mobile site now live! Just click www.hamradio.co.uk/mobile from any mobile phone/tablet.

